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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

How COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’ May Destroy the Lives of
Millions

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

The COVID-19 vaccine really isn’t a vaccine in the medical deCnition of a vaccine. It’s

more accurately an experimental gene therapy that could prematurely kill large

amounts of the population and disable exponentially more

"

Since mRNA normally rapidly degrades, it must be complexed with lipids or polymers.

COVID-19 vaccines use PEGylated lipid nanoparticles, and PEG is known to cause

anaphylaxis

"

Free mRNA can signal danger to your immune system and drive inPammatory

diseases. As such, injecting synthetic thermostable mRNA (mRNA that is resistant to

breaking down) is highly problematic as it can fuel chronic, long-term inPammation

"

Many commonly reported side effects from the COVID-19 gene therapy “vaccines”

appear to be caused by brain inPammation

"

Anyone with an inPammatory disease such as rheumatoid arthritis, Parkinson's

disease or chronic Lyme and those with acquired immune deCciency/dysfunction from

any microbial pathogen, brain trauma or environmental toxin are at high risk of dying

from COVID-19 mRNA vaccines

"
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In April 2020, I interviewed Judy Mikovits, Ph.D., about the potential role played by

human gammaretroviruses in COVID-19. Mikovits is a molecular biologist  and

researcher, and was the founding research director of the Whittemore Peterson

Institute in Nevada.

Her book, “Plague of Corruption,” ended up being a No. 1 best seller on the lists of

The New York Times, USA Today and The Wall Street Journal in 2020. Her new book,

“Ending Plague: A Scholar’s Obligation in an Age of Corruption,” will hopefully do just

as well. It’s available for preorder on Amazon.

She may be one of the most censored researchers on the planet at this point, thanks

in no small part to her participation in the documentary “Plandemic,” which went viral

in a big way (plandemicseries.com).

Case in point: YouTube suspended our account for one week as soon as we uploaded

today’s interview — even though the video was UNLISTED and not available for public

viewing yet. Even worse, Mikovits’ third and most recent book, “The Case Against

Masks: Ten Reasons Why Mask Use Should Be Limited,” is so heavily censored, no

one can buy it.

“I don't even have a copy,” she says. “I'm sitting here with two copies of the

other books but I can't even buy it. What the book sellers did, like Amazon, is

they bought them all up from Skyhorse, the publisher, and now they won't

ship them out of the warehouse.”

Clearly, Mikovits is considered a serious threat to the technocratic status quo, and

once you hear what she has to say about COVID-19 vaccines — which as you’ll see is

a complete misnomer — you may start to understand why.

COVID-19 Vaccines Aren’t Real Vaccines
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https://www.amazon.com/Plague-Corruption-Restoring-Promise-Science/dp/1510752242
https://www.amazon.com/Ending-Plague-Obligation-Corruption-Childrens/dp/1510764682%23ace-g2342880709
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/05/20/plandemic-documentary.aspx
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The COVID-19 vaccine really isn’t a vaccine in the medical deCnition of a vaccine. It

does not improve your immune response to the infection, nor does not limit you from

getting the infection. It’s really an experimental gene therapy that could prematurely

kill large amounts of the population and disable exponentially more.

“I'm just beside myself with anger over this synthetic gene therapy, this

chemical poison, and what they're doing worldwide,” Mikovits says. “We're

already seeing deaths from this shot. It's illegal. It shouldn't be done. It

should be stopped right now. It should have never been allowed to happen,

yet we see it being forced on the most vulnerable populations.”

Indeed, news and social media reports suggest recipients are starting to drop like

Pies. Many die of unknown causes within days, sometimes hours of getting the Crst

or second shot.

Baseball legend Hank Aaron passed away two weeks after receiving the vaccine, yet

this was not ever mentioned in his New York Times obituary. Surely, had he tested

positive for SARS-CoV-2, he would have been declared a COVID-19 fatality, whether

the virus actually had anything to do with it or not.

But when it comes to the vaccine, even eyebrow-raising timing is dismissed as

coincidental and irrelevant. Now all of a sudden, old people dying shortly after

vaccination are shrugged off with the excuse that they’re old and could have died any

day anyway. Old people dying with SARS-CoV-2, however, must be stopped at any

cost. Funny how that works.

The Problem With Synthetic RNA

The messenger RNA (mRNA) used in many COVID-19 vaccines are not natural.

They’re synthetic. Since naturally produced mRNA rapidly degrades, it must be
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complexed with lipids or polymers to prevent this from happening. COVID-19 vaccines

use PEGylated lipid nanoparticles, and PEG is known to cause anaphylaxis.  Lipid

nanoparticles may also cause other problems.

In 2017, Stat News discussed Moderna’s challenges in developing an mRNA-based

drug for Crigler-Najjar, a condition that can lead to jaundice, muscle degeneration and

brain damage:

“In order to protect mRNA molecules from the body’s natural defenses, drug

developers must wrap them in a protective casing. For Moderna, that meant

putting its Crigler-Najjar therapy in nanoparticles made of lipids.

And for its chemists, those nanoparticles created a daunting challenge: Dose

too little, and you don’t get enough enzyme to affect the disease; dose too

much, and the drug is too toxic for patients.

From the start, Moderna’s scientists knew that using mRNA to spur protein

production would be a tough task, so they scoured the medical literature for

diseases that might be treated with just small amounts of additional protein.

‘And that list of diseases is very, very short,’ said the former employee …

Crigler-Najjar was the lowest-hanging fruit. Yet Moderna could not make its

therapy work ... The safe dose was too weak, and repeat injections of a dose

strong enough to be effective had troubling effects on the liver in animal

studies.”

However, if they call their drugs vaccines, they can bypass the safety studies. All of a

sudden, they expect us to believe that all of these safety issues have been resolved?

Another problem is related to how long the mRNA remains stable in your system. It’s

encased in nanolipid to prevent it from degrading too rapidly, but what happens if the
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mRNA degrades too slowly, or not at all?

The idea behind mRNA vaccines is that by tricking your body into creating the SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, your immune system will produce antibodies in response. But

what happens when you turn your body into a viral protein factory, thus keeping

antibody production activated on a continual basis with no ability to shut down?

In addition, your body sees these synthetic particles as non-self and much of the

perpetual antibody response will be autoantibodies attacking your own tissues.

Mikovits explains:

“Normally, messenger RNA is not free in your body because it's a danger

signal. As a molecular biologist, the central dogma of molecular biology is

that our genetic code, DNA, is transcribed, written, into the messenger RNA.

That messenger RNA is translated into protein, or used in a regulatory

capacity … to regulate gene expression in cells.

So, taking a synthetic messenger RNA and making it thermostable — making

it not break down — [is problematic]. We have lots of enzymes (RNAses and

DNAses) that degrade free RNA and DNA because, again, those are danger

signals to your immune system. They literally drive inWammatory diseases.

Now you've got PEG, PEGylated and polyethylene glycol, and a lipid

nanoparticle that will allow it to enter every cell of the body and change the

regulation of our own genes with this synthetic RNA, part of which actually is

the message for the gene syncytin …

Syncytin is the endogenous gammaretrovirus envelope that's encoded in the

human genome … We know that if syncytin … is expressed aberrantly in the

body, for instance in the brain, which these lipid nanoparticles will go into,
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then you've got multiple sclerosis.

The expression of that gene alone enrages microglia, literally inWames and

dysregulates the communication between the brain microglia, which are

critical for clearing toxins and pathogens in the brain and the communication

with astrocytes.

It dysregulates not only the immune system, but also the endocannabinoid

system, which is the dimmer switch on inWammation. We've already seen

multiple sclerosis as an adverse event in the clinical trials, and we're being

lied to: ‘Oh, those people had that [already].’ No, they didn't.

We also see myalgic encephalomyelitis. InWammation of the brain and the

spinal cord, which is [associated with] exogenous gammaretroviruses, the

XMRVs.”

These High-Risk Groups Should Avoid COVID-19 Vaccine

According to Mikovits, research shows 4% to 6% of Americans have already been

infected with XMRV gammaretroviruses via contaminated vaccines and blood supply

for more than three decades, which is driving a number of chronic health conditions.

Now, these synthetic gene therapies (the so-called COVID-19 vaccines) will further

add to the chronic disease burden by triggering myalgic encephalomyelitis.

“ Anyone with an inflammatory disease like
rheumatoid arthritis, Parkinson's disease, chronic
Lyme disease, anybody with an acquired immune
deficiency from any pathogens and environmental
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toxins, those are the people who will be killed,
murdered, by this vaccine. ~ Judy A. Mikovits,
Ph.D.”

Making matters worse, the synthetic mRNA also has an HIV envelope expressed in it,

which can cause immune dysregulation. “This is a nightmare,” Mikovits says. “I'm

angry, as this should never be allowed.”

As we discussed in previous interviews, SARS-CoV-2 has been engineered in the lab

with gain-of-function research that included introducing the HIV envelope into the

spike protein.

Mikovits’ hypothesis is that those who are most susceptible to severe neurological

side effects and death from the COVID-19 vaccines are those who have previously

been injected with XMRVs, borrelia, babesia, mycoplasma, through contaminated

vaccines, resulting in chronic disease. (Her book, “Plague of Corruption,” details the

science and history of XMRVs, which is a fascinating read.)

“Yes, absolutely,” she says. “That's one of our hypotheses. But also, anyone

with an inWammatory disease like rheumatoid arthritis, Parkinson's disease,

chronic Lyme disease, anybody with an acquired immune deaciency from any

pathogens and environmental toxins.

Those are the people who will be killed, murdered, by this vaccine, and

Anthony Fauci knows it … I can't even sleep [because of] how evil this is. This

is so deadly, I can't scream it loud enough from the rooftops.”

The chart below lists 35 diseases associated with XMRV infection. If you have any of

these, you may want to think long and hard before you line up for an mRNA COVID-19

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/05/24/is-the-new-coronavirus-created-in-a-lab.aspx
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vaccine, as your chances of severe side effects or death are likely far higher than

someone who does not have any of these diseases.

This is not a complete list. There may be many other conditions that can put you into

a high-risk category. One example is idiopathic thrombocytopenia (ITP), a deadly

bleeding disorder. According to Mikovits, her work shows 30% of all ITP are

associated with XMRVs.

Interestingly, one example is the 58-year-old Florida doctor who recently got the

COVID-19 vaccine and died from sudden onset of ITP two weeks later. Dr. Jerry L.

Spivak, an expert on blood disorders at Johns Hopkins University, told The New York

Times “it is a medical certainty” that PCzer’s COVID-19 vaccine caused the man’s

death.  PCzer, of course, denies any connection.

Genetic Alterations May Last for Life

So, just how long will the synthetic RNA in COVID-19 vaccines be maintained within

your body, causing your cells to produce this aberrant protein? Mikovits believes it will

escape degradation for months, years, maybe even for life in some cases.

All of this is eerily reminiscent of previous attempts to create a coronavirus vaccine,

all of which failed due to the vaccines causing paradoxical immune reactions, or

antibody-dependent immune enhancement. While the animals appeared to have

antibodies against the virus, and should theoretically have been protected, when they

were exposed to wild coronavirus, they got severely ill and most died.

Such failures may be why so many vaccine makers decided to use mRNA rather than

following conventional vaccine development strategies, but the end result is likely

going to be the same or worse.

4,5
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“I have a 41-year-old daughter-in-law with a very aggressive colon cancer.

We're seeing an explosion of chronic disease and these patients are not

being discouraged from getting the vaccine. In fact, they're being scared by

physicians into getting it.

How do we wake people up? Is it going to take millions of Americans and

people worldwide dying? Will Hank Aaron dying help the Black community? …

We know the mechanisms. We know that Blacks and Hispanics can't degrade

RNA viruses as rapidly as Caucasians. We know that from studies all the way

back to MMR. The MMR vaccine is associated with ITP. It says it right there

on the package insert.

If you have a single nucleotide polymorphism in one of those RNases called

RNase-L, you are more likely to get aggressive breast cancers, prostate

cancers and other cancers from an XMRV infection (So why inject mRNA of

syncytin, a gamma retrovirus envelope?).”

Breakthrough Genomics Could Save Millions of Lives

According to Mikovits, one solution is to use functional genomics technologies like

Breakthrough Genomics, a company which uses machine learning to look at full

genome sequences to determine which single nucleotide polymorphisms in ACE2

receptors, antiviral pathways like RNASEL and Interferons can make a person most

susceptible to harm from these gene therapy “vaccines.”

“We have the technology to see who's susceptible to severe effects. It will be

a huge part of the population,” Mikovits says.

While one size clearly doesn't Ct all in any vaccine strategy, forcing a gene therapy on

an entire population when it can be predicted that millions will die and develop deadly
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diseases like ITP is simply unconscionable. Yet anyone who dares speak about this,

as Mikovits knows, risks having their careers and lives destroyed.

Symptoms of COVID-19 Vaccine Damage

Many of the symptoms now being reported are suggestive of neurological damage.

They have severe dyskinesia (impairment of voluntary movement), ataxia (lack of

muscle control) and intermittent or chronic seizures. Many cases detailed in personal

videos on social media are quite shocking.

Equally shocking is that these videos are quickly removed by the social media

platforms, ostensibly for violating some term of service. It’s hard to fathom how a

personal experience can be considered “false information.”

“What is causing this is the neuroinWammation,” Mikovits says. “It's the brain

on are. You're going to see tics, you're going to see Parkinsonian disease,

you're going to see ALS, you're going to see things like this developing at

extremely rapid rates, and it's inWammation of the brain.”

Side effects are also suggestive of a dysregulated innate immune response and a

disrupted endocannabinoid system, which acts as a dimmer switch on your immune

system.

“We see mast cell activation syndromes (MCAS). The clinical symptoms are

going to be the inWammatory diseases. We hear everybody calling it ‘long

haul COVID’ — the extreme, profound, crippling fatigue, the inability to

produce energy from your mitochondria.

It's not long haul COVID. It's exactly what it always was — myalgic

encephalomyelitis, inWammation of the brain and the spinal cord. What
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they're intentionally doing is killing off [certain] populations, which they

previously injured.”

Another common side effect from the vaccine we’re seeing is allergic reactions,

including anaphylactic shock. A likely culprit in this is PEG, which an estimated 70%

of Americans are allergic to. “These instantaneous effects are almost certainly the

PEG and that lipid nano particle, the toxic particle that's being injected,” Mikovits says.

In the longer term, she suspects we’ll see a signiCcant uptick in migraines, tics,

Parkinson’s disease, microvascular disorders, different cancers, including prostate

cancer, severe pain syndromes like Cbromyalgia and rheumatoid arthritis, bladder

problems, kidney disease, psychosis, neurodegenerative diseases such as Lou

Gehrig’s disease (ALS) and sleep disorders, including narcolepsy. In young children,

autism-like symptoms are likely to develop as well, she thinks.

We’ll End Up Killing the Most Susceptible

Aside from the chronic diseases listed earlier, others who are at high risk from these

COVID-19 gene therapies include those who have gotten seasonal inPuenza vaccines,

Blacks and Hispanics. Blacks and Hispanics are particularly at risk for antibody-

dependent immune enhancement, in particular, due to genetics. Tragically, these

vaccines are given to the most susceptible under the guise of racial and social

justice.

“Johns Hopkins laid out that plan a few months ago to vaccinate ethnic

minorities and the mentally challenged arst. If your brain is already on are, if

you already have a neural inWammatory disease, why in the world would you

inject this neural inWammatory toxin? You're killing the people who are the

most susceptible.”
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Women of childbearing age may also be at risk for infertility, as syncytin (the

gammaretrovirus envelope encoded in the human genome the expression of which

can be dysregulated by the synthetic syncytin RNA in the vaccine) is required for

proper fusion of the placenta in the uterus and implantation of the egg. Indeed, the

World Health Organization is now saying pregnant women should not get the

Moderna or PCzer vaccines due to reports of late-term miscarriages.

What to Do if You Got the Vaccine and Are Having Problems

The primary reason why I wanted to interview Mikovits was to Cnd out her

recommendations for those who chose to get the vaccine and now regret it.

Interestingly, what I learned is you use the same strategies that you would use to treat

the actual SARS-CoV-2 infection.

I’ve written many articles over the past year detailing simple strategies to improve

your immune system, and with a healthy immune system, you’ll get through it without

incident even if you end up getting sick. Below, I’ll summarize some of the strategies

you can use both to prevent COVID-19 and address any side effects you may

encounter from the vaccine.

First of all, you’ll want to eat a “clean,” ideally organic diet. Avoid processed foods of

all kinds, as they are loaded with damaging omega-6 linoleic acid that wrecks your

mitochondrial function. Also consider nutritional ketosis and time-restricted eating,

both of which will help you optimize your metabolic machinery and mitochondrial

function. As noted by Mikovits:

“We have to think about detoxing metal, we have to think about glyphosate …

We have to prevent inWammation in all tissue sites and we have to keep our

immune system healthy ... You're going to want to be burning ketones

6
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instead [of sugar] for the neuroinWammation, so you're going to want to get

into ketosis and take the stress off the mTOR pathway.”

With regard to glyphosate, a simple way to block glyphosate uptake is to take glycine.

Approximately 3 grams, about half a teaspoon, a few times a day should be sumcient,

along with an organic diet, so that you’re not adding more glyphosate with each meal. 

To improve detoxiCcation, I recommend activating your natural glutathione production

with molecular hydrogen tablets. All of these strategies should help improve your

resilience against SARS-CoV-2, and may even help your body detoxify if you’ve made

the mistake of getting this experimental gene therapy.

Another helpful strategy is to maintain a neutral pH. You want your pH to be right

around 7, which you can measure with an inexpensive urine strip. The lower your pH,

the more acidic you are.

A simple way to raise your pH if it’s too acidic (and most people are) is to take one-

fourth teaspoon of sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) or potassium bicarbonate in

water a few times a day. Improving your pH will improve the resiliency of your immune

system and reduce the mineral loss from your bones, thereby reducing your risk of

osteoporosis.

Helpful Supplements

Nutritional supplementation can also be helpful. Among the most important are:

Vitamin D — Vitamin D supplements are readily available and one of the least

expensive supplements on the market. All things considered, vitamin D

optimization is likely the easiest and most beneCcial strategy that anyone can do

to minimize their risk of COVID-19 and other infections, and can strengthen your

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/18/vitamin-d-prevents-coronavirus-death.aspx
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immune system in a matter of a few weeks.

N-acetylcysteine (NAC) — NAC is a precursor to reduced glutathione, which

appears to play a crucial role in COVID-19. According to one literature analysis,

glutathione deCciency may actually be associated with COVID-19 severity, leading

the author to conclude that NAC may be useful both for its prevention and

treatment.

Zinc — Zinc plays a very important role in your immune system’s ability to ward off

viral infections. Like vitamin D, zinc helps regulate your immune function  — and a

combination of zinc with a zinc ionophore, like hydroxychloroquine or quercetin,

was in 2010 shown to inhibit SARS coronavirus in vitro. In cell culture, it also

blocked viral replication within minutes.  Importantly, zinc deCciency has been

shown to impair immune function.

Melatonin — Boosts immune function in a variety of ways and helps quell

inPammation. Melatonin may also prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection by recharging

glutathione  and enhancing vitamin D synthesis, among other things.

Vitamin C — A number of studies have shown vitamin C can be very helpful in the

treatment of viral illnesses, sepsis and ARDS,  all of which are applicable to

COVID-19. Its basic properties include anti-inPammatory, immunomodulatory,

antioxidant, antithrombotic and antiviral activities. At high doses, it actually acts

as an antiviral drug, actively inactivating viruses. Vitamin C also works

synergistically with quercetin.

Quercetin — A powerful immune booster and broad-spectrum antiviral, quercetin

was initially found to provide broad-spectrum protection against SARS

coronavirus in the aftermath of the 2003 SARS epidemic,  and evidence
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suggests it may be useful for the prevention and treatment of SARS-CoV-2 as well.

B vitamins — B vitamins can also inPuence several COVID-19-speciCc disease

processes, including  viral replication and invasion, cytokine storm induction,

adaptive immunity and hypercoagulability.

Mikovits also recommends Type 1 interferons.

"The type 1 [interferon] — the primary source of interferon, alpha and beta —

is the plasmacytoid dendritic cell. We know that's dysregulated in people with

HIV, with XMRVs, with aberrant retroviral expression. Those people can't

make interferon.

Type 1 interferons can be provided in a spray that you can spray directly into

your throat, your nose, and that will give you the protection you need so that

the virus doesn't [replicate]. It degrades it right away … Should you feel cough

or fever, headache, immediately up your Type 1 interferon. Take a couple of

sprays of that per day prophylactically as well, and that will keep the viral

load down.

We know [SARS-CoV-2] isn't a natural virus, we know this is lab-created, but

it'll calm the expression, it'll degrade the RNA for those who can't degrade the

RNA, and that's the job of Type 1 interferon — to have your macrophages be

these little Pac-Men that simply degrade the viral mRNA.”

Nebulized Peroxide — My Favorite Treatment Choice

My personal choice for the treatment of COVID-19 symptoms is nebulized peroxide.

It’s a home remedy I recommend everyone familiarize themselves with, as in many

17
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cases it can improve symptoms in mere hours. You can also use it as a preventive

strategy if you know you’ve been exposed to someone who is ill.

Nebulizing hydrogen peroxide into your sinuses, throat and lungs is a simple,

straightforward way to augment your body’s natural expression of hydrogen peroxide

to combat infections and can be used both prophylactically after known exposure to

COVID-19 and as a treatment for mild, moderate and even severe illness.

Dr. David Brownstein, who has successfully treated over 100 COVID-19 patients with

nebulized peroxide, published a case paper  about this treatment in the July 2020

issue of Science, Public Health Policy and The Law. He also reviews its beneCts in

“How Nebulized Peroxide Helps Against Respiratory Infections.”

Nebulized hydrogen peroxide is extremely safe, and all you need is a desktop

nebulizer and food-grade hydrogen peroxide, which you’ll need to dilute with saline to

0.1% strength. I recommend buying these items beforehand so that you have

everything you need and can begin treatment at home at the Crst signs of a

respiratory infection.

In the video above, I go over the basics of this treatment. Be sure to buy a nebulizer

that plugs into an electrical outlet, as battery-driven ones are too low-powered to be

truly effective. Also make sure your nebulizer comes with a face mask, not just a

mouth piece. If it doesn’t come with a face mask, you can pick one up separately. Just

search Amazon for “nebulizer face mask for adults.”

More Information

Hopefully, we’ve provided enough information to make you reconsider the COVID-19

gene therapy “vaccine.” At bare minimum, do more research before you make your

decision. The simple truth is you don’t need it, so it’s an unnecessary risk.

18
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To learn more, be sure to preorder a copy of “Ending Plague: A Scholar’s Obligation in

an Age of Corruption.” We’re in a crisis in far more ways than one, and getting

educated — and then educating others — is absolutely crucial. The lives of millions of

people are at stake. So please, take the time to digest this information, understand it,

and share it with those you love.

 

Darzoum

Dr. Mercola uses the phrase “culling the herd” in the interview.  It’s well known that bill gates comes

from a eugenics background.  Assuming “culling the herd” is really on the agenda, then by what

criteria?  Simply reducing the population, or by a eugenics criterion such as intelligence?  Clearly the

option of taking this experimental gene therapy carries with it a kind of “intelligence test,” since you

would have to be out of your mind to take it.  And yet, how many supposedly intelligent, educated

people are anxious to get their shots?  The only thing that can explain that is that they are unaware of

the risks of this experimental gene therapy, and overly sold on the dangers of the “pandemic.”  The fault

of that lies not only with the manufacturers of the experimental gene therapy, but with their controlled

agents in government and media suppressing the messages of a long list of qualiCed people with

serious reservations, including Dr. Mikovits.

At some point, the average layperson has to decide where to place their trust.  The active suppression

of inconvenient science and dissenting scientists by omcials, and the ruthless shutting down of open,

honest debate are not the actions of the trustworthy.  If the dangers are as Dr. Mikovits describes, then

criminality is tied up with intention.  Are we really to believe that people smart enough to concoct such

gene therapies are oblivious to the dangers they present?  If that seems unlikely, then we likely have a

experimental gene therapy being foisted on a mostly unsuspecting public while prominent actors in

government and media are actively suppressing known dangers.  How is that not potentially

genocidal?  Are the people who think they are being saved really being attacked?  At the very least, with

so much in doubt, a person is well within their rights to opt out, particularly since even the availability

of a guaranteed safe therapy does not cancel-out the foundational principle of informed consent.

https://www.amazon.com/Ending-Plague-Obligation-Corruption-Childrens/dp/1510764682%23ace-g2342880709
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Dr.Steven

Right on, Darzoum: I agree fully. The problem is how can the wider public get enough alternative

information, as offered on this site, if they rely on mainstream media for information? Like you, I'm

perplexed and disturbed at how many otherwise intelligent people are uncritically falling for the

fear narrative and lining up for vaccination. As I keep saying, Big Tech censorship and media bias

against alternative views are suppressing free speech and healthy dialogue needed for people to

become fully informed and make truly informed decisions. Other than those of us who read these

articles and similar information on other alternative sites, most people have no clue to these

dangers and to the Covid-19 number fraud (PCR; death counts) used to justify the ongoing social

control mandates and keep people scared and apart. We need informed consent, as you note, but

without free speech--rapidly suppressed here in America--we cannot be fully informed.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

This is how modern witchcraft works... The witches then accuse the innocent as witches, and hunt

the speakers of truth under the fraudulent claims that we're the witches... It's a satanic sh it show.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Almond

The average person gets their information from soundbites and slogans nowadays.  They have

been trained not to think or question things.  They live in a one-sided world where there are not 2

sides to everything. They do not even want to know about things that would require individual

responsibility and decision-making.  They are afraid to rock the boat and Cnd their security in

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Dr.Steven/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Kevin131/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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conformity.  It is much easier to go along to get along.  They would rather be dead than different.

They lack the conCdence to be individuals. Besides, it is easy to proCt from sick and frightened

people.

My worry is this.  More people are getting "woke" every day, but numbers may not be enough.  I fear

that once they have vaccinated all the willing people, then those who can be coerced, that they will

come for the rest of us.  I do not like the fact that my suspicions have often proven true. With other

vaccinations, it is nearly impossible for a reasonable person to obtain an exemption.  Many states

have eliminated personal philosophy and the requirements for a religious belief exemption are so

stringent that they no longer apply, even where they exist in law.  To get a doctor to sign, it must be

a licensed physician within the state.  You see, if it was a prominent out-of-state doctor, the

in-state licensing board would have no control over him or her--could not threaten them with loss

of license for "nonstandard practice".

The good news is that the current administration seems to enjoy Cghting among themselves.  The

are in chaos.  The vaccine delivery is slow and no one knows where some shipments ended up.

 Record keeping is incomplete.  Maybe the program will fall apart, yet. Such is my dilemma.  I have

many valid medical reasons for avoiding this and all vaccines.  But control is taken away from

doctors and given to bureaucrats.  I have even thought of visiting the vaccine sites to see whether

any careless elderly people dropped their vaccination cards on the ground on their way out.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

I fear for worse for the “intelligent” lot. After all, the death camps are waiting. And the US has never

shied away from novel “medical” experiments and innovative torture methods. I’m afraid, the

camp-dwellers will get more than just re-education and the forced injection...

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
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Astonished

They are forcing people to poison themselves with the muzzle and people comply. Maybe,

humanity doesn’t deserve to survive. Even if this was the plague with a 99% mortality rate, I would

take my chances and stay human. We all die; the only difference we can make is by how we live...

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Good_Hands

Kevin, please, let's not sully the good name of witches in this. The Crst tenet of Wicca is "do no

harm." Witchcraft operates on the belief that whatever one does returns to one threefold (the basis

of karma). But by all means have a good go at Satan, no love lost there.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

boobtube

Maybe I'm naive but I think the agenda is really nothing more than to make as much money as

possible by selling their product no matter how damaging it may be.  Keeping information about it's

potential dangers to a minimum is to their advantage in keeping the company stock price soaring

and product demand up.  Big pharma has always tried to peddle their products to as many takers

as possible for as long as possible, even it means keeping the truth of the product's dangerous

after-effects suppressed.  Even if the truth eventually comes out, they usually get the FDA to keep

the product on the market long enough to cover a sizable proCt even with potential lawsuits.  With

these vaccines, they don't even have to worry about lawsuits.  It's all gravy from the moment it

leaves the factory.  I honestly don't think the CEOs care what happens to the users as long as share

price goes up.  Probably the scientists know the damage it will cause but, hey, they need the job so

they keep their mouths shut.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Good_5F00_Hands/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/boobtube/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Darzoum the Alliance for Natural Health recently emailed about our right to informed consent, and

this means It must be coercion free!  Almond, a doctor/friend told me recently that wherever

vaccines are rolled out under emergency declaration, that there Is a law forbidding the mandating

of them. They can't force us to take it,  under the law. IF they are so rogue as to override that, we

can invoke "violence' because wherever it is "Submit or else! Side effects be damned" You can bet

it is violence. And wherever this is invoked, even if BigPHarma slimily denies it, with dripping snake

poison out of their mouth, then I almost guarantee that the person doing the vaccinating will back

down at the invocation of violence. PS I was looking online for that law. Anybody got any links? If

yes please post, thank you so much.

Darzoum et al, to trust or not to trust...that is the....huh? Question?

vaccineimpact.com/2021/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-so-far-following-experi..  deaths are coming in

by the minute, exactly from the vaccines. What craziness that people think that they can risk such

a "Side effect" in order to "protect" themselves from the coronavirus! Out of the frying pan into the

Cre, ahoy! Dynamo, let's go?  Oh and further, there is a FOIA in which the CDC Stated they have no

comparison studies to prove the difference in health status between vaccinated vs unvaccinated

people. I will post the link in a minute.... And Fauci on Clm saying that the asymptomatic people

never did drive the rates of spread forward wherever respiratory infections are involved. Trust? I

think it's time for people to have a think.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Sorry I could not post these links to my statement above since the links and contents all got

scrambled. Here, separately:

www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2020_08_03-20-02002-Fina..   FOIA: The CDC

admitted that they have no studies proving the difference between vaccinated vs unvaccinated

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://vaccineimpact.com/2021/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-so-far-following-experimental-covid-mrna-injections-in-the-u-s/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
https://www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2020_08_03-20-02002-Final-Response-No-Records1.pdf
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peoples' health status. Please note, all credible studies require controls, this is fraud science.

www.theblaze.com/op-ed/ready-horowitz-a-severely-symptomatic-lie-about..   An article about

what author Daniel Horowitz shrewdly calls a "very symptomatic" matter of lying about the fact that

asymptomatic carriers spread disease. Linked in the article, embedded, is another link taking the

reader to Fauci's own statement, on Clm, that asymptomatic carriers never did spread disease.

There also is mention of a Pip Pop from the WHO's own statement about that to later when they

suddenly retracted the truth.

WHAT SEEMS LUDICROUS TO ME: First they say that there are asymptomatic carriers spreading

disease, then they back peddle and deny it. Now they come out with "vaccines" that the CEO of

Moderna openly admitted does not prevent the spread, and the CDC has admitted that too about

both the PCzer and Moderna vaccines, if my memory serves me correctly (quoting from memory

here). And the "vaccines" are purported...while deaths and paralytic/seizure events roll in....to

lessen the symptoms of COVID. Oh, I thought that there is massive ranting about asymptomatic

carriers spreading disease? Yet we can't go back to society unless we get these "vaccines" that

themselves reduce symptoms? And genetically modify us? Oh? What gives?

I guess they are really worried about the economy, civil liberties and particularly, human and animal

wellbeing.....so funny I forgot to laugh. Meet 'em in court, look 'em in the eye, and tell them straight

exactly what it is all about! And no fooling around. Society is at stake.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

pam9582

Her book and this interview discuss something that's sort of elusive for me, maybe because I'm not

conversant with the terms.  If I'm understanding it, however, the population and the blood supply

are damaged, genetically, because of prior vaccines which have inserted genetic material into us

from other species. If this is so, and the Covid mRNA injections capitalize on this prior injury by

disabling and killing those so injured then this is premeditated murder. Are they doing this because

insurance companies don't want to be on the hook for a disabled population. Perhaps it would

bankrupt them; certainly it would cut into their proCts.  It seems obvious they view us as little more

than guinea pigs and have incentives to hide their mistakes or misdeeds with a fake virus and

https://www.theblaze.com/op-ed/ready-horowitz-a-severely-symptomatic-lie-about-asymptomatic-spread
https://articles.mercola.com/members/pam9582/default.aspx
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deadly injections.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

pam, yes however, this m-RNA shot is gonna make many more disabled. Doctors will not know how

to treat these ailments and disabilities. You may want to go a bit further in your thinking...

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jackaroni

The problem is that most people get their information from a major media source or from social

media that is being censored.  If they try to research the subject online most will use google which

both censors and controls which articles show up Crst.  Unless one is already aware that

something shady is going on, it is not easy to realize that we are being manipulated.  If not for that

fact that I have been on this website for over a decade, I just might be a sheeple myself.  Today it is

much more dimcult to come across the type of information that Dr. Mercola provides than it was

10 years ago.  I refer many people to this site, not sure how many those people actually check it

out.  I was both surprised and pleased to discover that my very conventional (or so I thought)

brother had been reading Dr. Mercola's site.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

David; I've explained to more than one person, how devastating these shots will be; even that the

vaccine companies have total immunity from prosecuted and also, the fact that "vaccinated"

people are already dying...They still want the vaccine, for their "Protection"! Have you ever

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jackaroni/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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attempted to explain an existential threat to a rock?!  P.S.; evidently, the Pu shot and covid shot are

being pushed together now. Whether people choose to believe it or not - Hell on Earth is upon us!

P.P.S.; This article should make it quite clear to any thinking person, where we are headed with this

insanity. More "camps"; more virus strains; more "vaccines" and more MEDICAL and TECHNO

TYRANNY! eastvalleypost.com/australia-considers-outback-quarantine-camps/

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

steelj

Darzoum, I love this: "Assuming “culling the herd” is really on the agenda, then by what criteria?

 Simply reducing the population, or by a eugenics criterion such as intelligence?  Clearly the option

of taking this experimental gene therapy carries with it a kind of “intelligence test,” since you would

have to be out of your mind to take it" Brilliant as usual.  I've had the same thought, never

expressed it so eloquently.  The Pip side (probably made by others, I haven't read all the

comments) is those who take the vaccine are the compliant ones that our wonderful leaders would

want to keep around.  Seems more likely they'd want to remove those who think for themselves

and resist them.  

Or, Pipping back, maybe they actually DO want to improve humanity and move it towards

rationality?  Less likely of all, but not impossible. I must admit to being skeptical of Mikovits.  Her

dire predictions are so extreme if they don't come true it will discredit opposition to the elite's

agenda.  I think the vaccines are a terrible idea, but I'll be surprised if they do the damage she

predicts.  Reminds me of Mike Adams' alarmist rants when Ebola was the rage.  None of his

predictions, which he assured us WOULD happen, actually happened.  It was such a glaring fail I

don't know how anybody still takes him seriously.  Yet they do.  Mikovits will probably get a pass

from her faithful for just as bad a miss.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

balhawk

https://eastvalleypost.com/australia-considers-outback-quarantine-camps/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/steelj/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
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The system is rigged to grievously under-report adverse reactions and deaths.   The latest data I

saw from  the v-safe app showed 70 times the rate of serious events as reported on VAERS - and it

would stand to reason those using the v-safe app are mostly young, tech-savvy people and medical

professionals, who are among the LEAST susceptible to such serious events.   So if those 329

deaths as of January 22 were under-reported by a factor of 70 - which may itself be an

underestimate due to different population characteristics -

We could have on the order of 24,000 deaths and 400,000 or more serious adverse events due to

the vaccine within just a month - and that does not even include deaths attributed to COVID-19

itself, which have reportedly TRIPLED in  UK nursing care homes following rollout of the jabs (as

other deaths have also increased in the homes), resulting in about double the death rate. We need

to look at the TOTAL death rates since this poisoning pogrom (sic) rolled out.  Therein lies the

truth. This is the largest scale crime against humanity and cover-up in history, unless one

considers the practice of vaccination itself as a whole!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

steelj ~ Mikovits is conversant with both virological and immunological Celds and applies her

knowledge from her experience at the frontier of investigation ~ but you challenge her prognosis

on the basis of a "hunch" ~ puleeeze

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Darzoum

Stanley, I share your admiration of Dr. Mikovits, and the fact that she has paid a tremendous

personal cost for sticking to her convictions… clearly she is the “anti-fauci,” which can only be

taken as a compliment.  But in defense of steelj, I have to admit I’ve gone through much of the

same thought-processes as steelj expresses here.  If one considers that this really is a herd culling

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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event, then we have to consider that the presumed “overlords” would want to ensure that it is the

compliant who remain, not the deCant.  And no matter how brilliant or principled Dr. Mikovits is, we

have to consider the possibility that events will not play out as dire as she predicts; the future has

yet to play out.  That is why I always come around to this being a human rights issue Crst, and the

paramount position of informed consent.  If everything hinges on “safe and effective,” then there is

a pathway to our losing our basic rights through a successful medical product.  My bottom line is

that informed consent stands regardless of what pharma does.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

steelj

Stanley - re: "steelj ~ Mikovits is conversant with both virological and immunological Celds and

applies her knowledge from her experience at the frontier of investigation ~ but you challenge her

prognosis on the basis of a "hunch" ~ puleeeze" There are plenty who are conversant with

virological and immunological Celds who don't share her alarmism about the vaccines.  If you

agree with Mikovits you are challenging their progosis, based on - What?  Your own hunch?  So

"puleeeze" back atcha. Your "puleeeze" makes no sense.  Every Mercola reader is constantly

challenging those touted as authorities.  They are usually self-serving and objective truth is not on

their radar. You've been posting here maybe as long as I have.  Have you forgotten all these

health-related issues have "experts" whose opinions are all over the place?  All we can do is read

all sides, and come to the best conclusions we can.  

It's nauseating to read the MSM, but we should try to do it some. Nut jobs, psychopaths, and fools

aren't only found over on the dark side.  We have them on our side too.  Not saying Mikovits is any

of those, but I do suspect she is self-serving by overhyping the dangers to get attention.  I don't

know that for sure of course.  She could also believe her hype and be wrong.  Or be dead right.

 Time will tell.  If it's going to be as bad as she says, they won't be able to hide the damage, even

with their lies.  Personally, I expect the damage to be much, much less.  Bad enough only a fool

would take the vaccine for such a minor threat, of course.  We can agree on that. I admire her for

being a courageous voice.  I hope she's not sticking her foot in her mouth.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/steelj/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

7mercola7

Darzmoun you are a great orator. You write in a way of natural progression. I always look forward to

your posts and I always come away enlightened as I do with Dr Mercolas articles.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Linda N

"Clearly the option of taking this experimental gene therapy carries with it a kind of “intelligence

test,” since you would have to be out of your mind to take it."  ROFL!  But soooo True!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

idruid

It looks more like targeting races, rather than intelligence; or lack thereof.  Intelligence has more to

do with education, rather than some genetic factor.  Though, malnutrition and other physical, and

mental, damage can also have negative effects. Pain, drugs and hypnosis are known mind control

tools. Give someone who can't read an IQ test and they will surely fail. Teach that person to read

and write and then do the test and a score will appear. Teach that person mathematics and the

score will rise higher. Teach that person art (old school techniques) and observational and

differentiational skills will increase - raising the scores even more. And so on. Drop a physics

professor into the heart of the Australian desert and he will most likely be dead within a few days.

An Australian aboriginal person raised and educated in that environment will thrive and Pourish.

The latest science I read said that the mind is deCnitely not in the brain. They don't know where it

is, but certainly not there. Therefore  not part of the body, so not dependent on genetics. So why

are they targeting those races of people?  I read somewhere that insanity is a lack of logic; so I

https://articles.mercola.com/members/7mercola7/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Linda-N/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/idruid/default.aspx
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suspect that we are looking for logic where none exists. Looking at it from a culling point of view -

they have a long history of it - perhaps they consider that deaths among those races will enable

them to get away with a minimal degree of backlash in the western media - which they now almost

fully control. Just a thought; they're very experienced in damage control.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Darzoum, SteelJ, Stanleybecker et al, here is why I tend to believe the very hard predictions of Dr

MIkovitz, as echoed by Sherry Tenpenny MD, and said to be "potential" occurrences by Dr Simone

Gold (Stanford ER physician), and immunologist/prof. Dolores Cahill...all joined by Succharidt

Bhakdi from Germany saying that this vaccine is "Downright dangerous". Here is my qualiCed, best

layperson's understanding why:

Medical books for laypeople and doctors both alike, regarding immunity, say that when the immune

system recognizes a cell as "Self", it leaves it alone. But when the immune system recognizes

something as "non-self", then it attacks it. This can be tissue wide (brain tissue, organ tissue, who

knows what else). So when a foreign substance, like a virus which literally enters cells (the reason

why antibiotics can't reach them readily),  or heavy metals, synthetic RNA, toxins, etc...bind with a

cell, then that cell is recognized by the immune system as "non-self" and attacks it.

How doctors interpret and weigh the materials in the balance, is surely a very individualized

process. It depends very much on their medical school of thought, training and may I say,frankly

insightful intelligence. It is based on pure physiology itself, that I tend to believe these hard core

predictions. It doesn't make any sense to me any other way. When you get mass inocculations of

synthetic RNA binding with our own cells, it Has To create autoimmune attack! No two ways about

it.But wait, this is where the plot thickens. I read on the CDC or FDA's website (can't remember

which one now) that these vaccines have added polyethylene glycol as lipids, to mask the invaders

from the immune system. The problem is that PGE itself is (google the MERCK material safety

datasheet) explosive, combustible, degrades to CO2 and causes lung damage, is a skin

irritant...and being injected into  our veins. Circulating to all tissues. Anaphylaxis, autoimmunity?

No brainer. DUH! Why is this allowed?

https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Eevee

That question of trust is easy.  Personally I place my trust in Dr Mercola with regards to health, I

found his website and signed up to his newsletter years and years ago, I had a few health

problems, gradually started to feel better and better, over the months learning from Dr. M.  less

brain fog, more energy, better digestion, less severe hayfever etc... My life would have been so

different had I not found Dr. M's website, mainly continuous extremely painful sinus (they removed

my adenoids and tonsils when I was six years old, my parents were told they weren't necessary,

obviously they know now they are an important part of the immune system) some gut issues,

amalgams, 16 in my mouth at one point, when I was a kid, every molar and premolar drilled out and

stuffed with them, I didn't need half of them, it was so the dentist could claim money, I was a kid,

sent to the dentist alone, my Mum didn't attend with me. (My hubby is so shocked by this, his Mum

questioned everything before she let them do anything to him, he has good robust health).  I also

trust Dr. M. because he is not afraid and honest enough to say when new research is out ...he will

say previous advice he gave is now wrong, stop doing this, this is better, or hold on till we know

more about it.  You wont Cnd many who will do that and come clean with everything.  Dr M. and the

people he interviews who speak against main stream big pharma, poison and one Cts all approach,

are saints for helping us without trying to poison us.  Thank you Dr. M, you have made a huge

difference to my health.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

elfmom55

A Future Vaccine to Prevent Knowledge of Soul and Spirit From The Fall of the Spirits of Darkness

(Bristol: Rudolf Steiner Press, 1993; GA 177), p. 85. October 7, 1917 85 – “The time will come –

and it may not be far off – when quite different tendencies will come up at a congress like the one

held in 1912 and people will say: It is pathological for people to even think in terms of spirit and

soul. ‘Sound’ people will speak of nothing but the body. It will be considered a sign of illness for

anyone to arrive at the idea of any such thing as a spirit or a soul.
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People who think like that will be considered to be sick and – you can be quite sure of it – a

medicine will be found for this. . . . The soul will be made non-existent with the aid of a drug.

Taking a ‘sound point of view,’ people will invent a vaccine to inPuence the organism as early as

possible, preferably as soon as it is born, so that this human body never even gets the idea that

there is a soul and spirit.    “. . . the heirs of modern materialism will look for the vaccine to make

the body ‘healthy,’ that is, make its constitution such that this body no longer talks of such rubbish

as soul and spirit, but takes a ‘sound’ view of the forces which live in engines and in chemistry and

let planets and suns arise from nebulae in the cosmos.

Materialistic physicians will be asked to drive the souls out of humanity.” "Funvax" from the

Pentagon. They told us yrs ago these vaccines will remove any and all freewill we have including

the ability to cry out to God and repent.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJtFMcscvps?v=XH6b6hKtFCU&list=FLz..  Anthony Patch

further describes how these vaccines work.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iT_rcTiI5o&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&..

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Sue12Cross

This is just a game of chess and there are two things you can do:  1 You can accept the government

handout,  sit at home, buy stuff on amazon and watch netPicks and eat buckets of junk food, drink  and

Cll your mind with corporate/government propaganda. All this will stop you worrying about where the

money to pay you is coming from and how your country is being bankrupted and that you are not just

allowing it to happen you are making it happen. 2 You decide to play chess on your own terms, you

work out how you stand legally on every point and you research it yourself from independent sources.

You lose everything in your life that feeds the other player, you take control of your own health, power

and food sources and you create a barter system with your friends and contacts. You educate your

children at home and if you are locked down/up/curfew-ed whatever,  you use that time to get your act

together and plan your future strategy.  www.bitchute.com/.../P22i7fAB7jmY

Posted On 01/31/2021
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Lakhana13

Much easier said than done. I suspect the formation of "Black Markets" soon if not already.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

I am expecting a lot of violence, even in rural areas.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Sue12Cross

The Black Economy has been running since the beginning of money, so that is already in place, the

only thing that may change is the currency because if the cashless society is enacted then there

will have to be a skill substitution for cash, which will throw everything into confusion,  as my

guess is those at the top have no saleable skills.  I don't expect any violence unless from agent

provocateurs. Those in the (1) category are too comfortable and those in (2) category are too

savvy. The latter know that violence is exactly what the governments want, they can then evoke

Martial Law.

This is why you see all protestors, except those who belong to the various government factions,

either not engaging with the police/military or running rings around them with their knowledge of

Common Law or the Constitution or a basic understanding of how to deal with those who presume

power over them. People will only get violent if they are trapped and they are now using their brains

after months of fear-induced apathy. They  were trapped by their own ignorance in their individual

countries in re.,  'institutions',  including what constitutes and who runs health care, who runs their

mainstream media, who runs their government, what is mathematical modelling, what is Germ

Theory. They now understand the difference between freedom and serfdom.
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There are huge law suits preparing, mainly from  Germany in conjunction with the USA and the UK -

although their reach is worldwide with a growing network of experienced tort lawyers, judges,

academics, scientists and doctors... all sharing info - that's a Crst!. All this is out there to peruse for

yourself, it helps if you have more languages than English. The most positive result for me, is that

people have began to question what is a 'health service', Dr Mercola's site should be doing better

than ever because he offers logic and self-help and not slash/burn/drug dependence. And

how/why were vaccines bought and paid  for before  'approval'?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Darzoum

Currently running is a 5-day video conference called The Greater Reset, featuring speakers

addressing the various aspects of such counter-survival, including alt currencies, agorism,

food/health, etc. (I need to double check, but I believe Dr. Mercola is one of the speakers).  Series

is almost over, but videos can be found on Bitchute and others: https://thegreaterreset.org/

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Sue ~ the theoretical transformation of paper currency to digital currency will run into many

insurmountable problems when the digitalization of those that live outside of the system becomes

apparent ~ in my neck of the woods they cannot deal with street people who occupy the

pavements with DRUNKEN ABANDON ~ how are these hordes to be digitalized and controlled by a

system that presently has no power to deal with this social phenomenon ??

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

axkershaw
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Sue: You are perspicacious as usual. If one of the side effects is disruption of the endocannabinoid

system, does that mean weed won't work anymore? That would be a disaster on a global scale!!. I

have informed my family. With weed not working, Thanksgiving and Christmas would be chaotic.

We would all have to drink more.

Catherine Austin Fitts lays out the Covid crisis from the perspective of a former Wall Street

Cnancier and former Asst. Secretary of HUD under Bush the Elder. Like Mikovitz, her carreer was

ended because she too conscientiously did her job. She describes the locations and damage done

by the recent "riots", combined with recent "socially beneCcial" legislation that encourages tax free

investment in "opportunity zones" as a real estate acquisition plan. View the video on her site

Solari.com for the Clm "Planet Lockdown". As an activist in the 60s I witnessed in person and at a

distance many instances of the work of "agents provocateurs".

When it is someone associated with SNCC, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,

advocating violence it is pretty obvious. The deep state has gotten better since then and there are

plenty of mercenaries out there willing to do the work. As Jay Gould notoriously said: "I can hire

half the working class to kill the other half." The .00001% do not speak their mind in public like they

used to. https://home.solari.com   Spend some time there. You will Cnd it illuminating. She takes

the long perspective that even if there is little we can do to avoid the probable imminent disaster,

with a good library of knowledge we can maybe help the survivors avoid making the same

mistakes  The door to the trap has not closed yet and with enough people conscious the 99% may

be able to escape servitude.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Sue12Cross

Darzoum thanks for the link, I knew about it but haven't had time to watch it yet but it would be

great if Dr Mercola is involved. The thing that has really sickened me is seeing all this fake

greenery pushed forward by people who no nothing of and care even less about the natural world,

including the stunt Prince Charles, who for some reason has given up organic farming and

obviously the roast beef of old England and is pushing fake lab meat. If he is the genuine article

then what happened to his humanity and brain to get him to advocate for this band of robots?

https://home.solari.com/
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Hi Stan, given that they couldn't even get all of  Europe to join the Euro and even many of the

countries who had it were still dealing surreptitiously in their original currencies, or continued to

print it albeit not use it,  no I don't see it either.

Axkershaw Hi there and thanks for the link I will watch it - I know of Catherine Austin Fitts and

Planet Lockdown. So many people have lost their careers over speaking out and we need to

remember who they are  - I saw a Nurse Sirotek interview recently, she was the Crst  front-line

nurse to report on what was going on in hospitals - she has been threatened and actually regrets

what she did because of the effect on her children but she did it, she spoke out and after all this is

over she should be given a hospital to run because she really is  a true carer.  At the moment I just

see us living in one of those Pirates of the Caribbean movies that strangely I always thought had

the script for what was to come, including the revival of the East India Company, a time when

'grocers' had their own armies and changed the face of the globe-maybe time to hoist the colours

or splice the mainbrace.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

pie2634

USA is today like Germany in the 30s. We are truly dealing with criminals against humanity like HITLER.

No I am not exagerating. People should read or rent a Clm about the NURENBURG TRIALS. They still do

not get it. Now I am not for banning vaccines. If people want it, they can take it. But trying to abolish

free consent and informed consent is truly 100% FASCISM !!!!!!!!!! People like Gates and Fauci deserve

to be arrested, put on trial like the German Naazis were in Nurenburg. By the way the Nurenburg Code

is quite speciCc on these acts of biological fascism. Use it and go against these fascist politicians and

big pharma fascists !!!!!!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Dr.Steven
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Yes, pie: this fear-induced assault on freewill, free speech, and personal choice is frightening and

worse, the gullibility of so many people to uncritically accept the propaganda narratives rolling out

to support these supposedly "safe and effective" vaccines against a "deadly" virus with a 99.5

percent recovery rate does not bode well. Add to this, Big Tech censorship and our hopelessly

biased, corrupt "mainstream" media, and our globalist-"infected" government, and we have our

work cut out for us in resisting this unwarranted assault.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, Gen'l/President Eisenhower was correct and prescient - this outward show of the US

military/industrial/banking complex is appalling. Fascism shows its ugly face at nearly every

crossroad and corner.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jackaroni

Agreed.  EVERYONE who gets a vaccine of any kind should be provided with information on that

vaccine including odds of getting the disease that vaccine is designed to provide immunity from,

how serious that disease is, how effective the vaccine is, possible side effects from the disease

and the odds of suffering from those side effects.  And Cnally, what to do should a permanent

disability or death occur and what compensation would be provided and the steps (and time) it

takes put in a claim for disability and the percent of claims that are successful.  The patient or

guardian should be required to actually read that information BEFORE receiving the vaccine.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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forbiddenhealing

Hey, It's the answer to overpopulation...Getting rid of Kissinger's "useless eaters"..culling pre-sickend

Ag/pharma failures..the unwashed deplorables..a modern smallpox blanket.. a suicidal

Hoola-Hoop..Fauci/Birx or Marshall Applewhite?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

And about half of US school age children with their booster shots and allergies, asthma or

autoimmune conditions? Are WE correct and troubled or are THEY - the collective FDA, NIH and

CDC - highly paid incompetents? The theories about priming the body with Gardasil or the Pu shot

adjuvents, then coming in with the m-RNA jab are highly plausible to damage already being

reported.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Rrrreal...Incompetent?  I think not......And why would media be absolutely certain of the new

vaxxes? Why would they do all these whinny bits of scared people craving a shot? Lost grandma

cuz she couldn't get it...kids in grief...system to blame....Yet not one whisper of rational

debate..only couched opinion by "experts" like we believe or it seems or as far as we know...don't

question the "news." Everybody's doin it, gotta have it...And every liability that is erased means

more cash for fat bureauc-rats.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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caws

The MSM will never tell you the truth. They are too dependent on drug companies for ads and

Rupert Murdoch owns CSL vaccine company in Australia along with about 1/3 of all media outlets.

Disney and Google are also heavily invested in vaccines.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, both right. It was a rhetorical question. The politicians in Congress are also bought so no truth

is coming out anywhere. Fortuitously, Del BigTree was interviewed recently by a British guy "the

Bernician" and after Del goes clearly, for the lay person, into how the vaccines may (are) causing

damage they dive into details about how this pandemic started...and the series of ruses imposed

by governments and agencies worldwide. Here's a link if you want a clear view from the other side

of the pond: www.bitchute.com/.../WqZPX937sJQZ   -  and hang on til the end, where Del describes

discussions he has been having recently with state legislatures...it is surprising switch in tone and

content to the emotional discussions about baby vaccines.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

wallguy

Morning Rand, it is true, especially a call to thin the herd.  Every molecule on the planet exists

under the trident rule of Stress/Recovery/Adaptation. Even the water/air/soil/trees. Mother nature

insists on the protocol of  A RULE #1 survival of the Cttest!    No one does this better.  We are

witnessing in real time the lowest ebb and Pow of Twenty Crst century humanity and the demise.

Medical skyscrapers built rapidly to the heavens. CVS/Wallgreens etc. Visual proof of rampant

sickness. This is the kind of proof that makes it easy for bean counters to mandate lousy decisions

with no liabilities. To watch on a utube video a person shoving 11 inches of a foot long Qtip up the
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drivers nose sitting at a drive up window??? My God....this is what humanity has succumbed to??

Keep up your Cne posts. Education is best remedy ever made!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

yes, Forbidden ~ we are the CONDEMNED ~ who will be saved  ?? ~ only those that believed that

God/nature is what we are

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Sue12Cross

rrealrose Michael O'Bernicia is an interesting person, a Clm-maker, poet, historian and activist. Like

Dr Reiner F, the mention of whose name is enough to get a YT video banned,  he's a consummate

professional and has been Cghting this since the beginning or rather long before, as far as the

economic side of things are concerned. There have been I believe over 5,500 law suits in the US

alone over covid but they've all failed because they didn't address the major pitfall that a judge

would always claim 'state of emergency'. These two guys have already won huge suits against

Banks and global corporations - so they are old hands at this game and also very human.

Forbiddenhealing - the MSM are desperate - I saw a demo against New Police Powers in Paris

yesterday described by one MSM lackey as being a protest about the slow roll-out of vaccines.

Interestingly enough The Bernician's law suit offers clemency to journalists if they change sides,

something I actually would see as very generous but I'm guessing it is because they have a lot to

spill. I'm noticing MSM are beginning to report a few of the adverse effects and a few 'polls'

showing how actually not everyone is 'happy that they'll have nothing'. I have a question - do you

believe these vaccines were meant to be given out, because the companies had their wads of

sweaty cash before they'd even been approved. I also see a lot of the people who are administering

them are beginning to get worried because although the companies may have immunity from
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prosecution, what about the 'celebrities', politicians, media outlets, doctors, nurses, soldiers who

are pushing them in both literally and metaphorically - where do they stand in law? Is that clear to

anyone because it isn't to me.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks Sue! Was hoping someone would Cll in missing details, I got the jist but was sorely missing

the "O" and history on the UK side of things. Seems if these two are comparing notes, we may see

more Creworks, Chinese New Year's is Feb 12 this year. The year of the Metal Ox.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Sue 12...I can only surmise we are in the midst of a depopulation conspiracy...Vaxx has fallen into

political correctness, various celebs and douche bags cheerlead, yet there must be paid trolls,

shills and intel assets at work...Complete censorship adds up to more than media proCts

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

epi-cure

Hello Sue12Cross.     Regarding those 5500 lawsuits, I realize there's an ocean between us and

what may work here may not there however . . . . . so far, this organization has managed to curtail

the further ambitions of the governor of Ohio. New Mexico has followed their lead to become the

second state and others will ASAP explode on the scene like dandelions. The lawsuit places the

burden of proof on defendants declaring states of emergency thereby nullifying the vaccines,

lockdowns and masks tyranny.   makeamericansfreeagain.com
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Almond

If all the people who should be exempted actually get exemptions, it will not be possible to acquire

herd immunity.  That means, either people will be coerced into getting the jab, and many die or be

disabled  as a result, or that "vaccinations" with a goal of herd immunity are pointless.  The numbers

just are not there.  A signiCcant number of people also have immune systems that do not respond to

vaccination, further lowering the herd immunity numbers.  This is a huge scam and a farce.

How many people remember when there was the anthrax scare.  We were all going to get vaccinated to

protect us from a terrorist attack.  The military started vaccinating troops, but the soldiers started

dying.  Then, it was all hushed up and you never heard another word about it.  Is this what will

eventually happen with the covid vaccines?  Will all the deaths and injuries be denied and swept under

the rug? The media keeps repeating that we must get vaccinated for our own protection and that of

society to prevent the spread of covid.  Yet, none of these experimental vaccines prevent disease or

the transmission.  It's just propaganda

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

R6163164

"If all the people who should be exempted actually get exemptions," EVERYONE should be exempt

from this pseudoscience!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Dr.Steven
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Almond: exactly. This propaganda is abetted by the media's continued promotion of the fear

narrative, using "Johns Hopkins" statistics while ignoring critical information, discussed here and

on other alternative sites, about PCR test false positives and inPated death counts. I'm

exasperated at how so many people are willingly buying the propaganda and lining up for their

shots, naively thinking these vaccines will help return life to "normal," apparently unaware of the

plans of Klaus Schwab and friends. The natural health alternatives presented here, including diet,

lifestyle, and supplements, will do much more than any toxic jab to build immunity and protect the

public. But, where's the proCt and chance to control humanity in that? This is about power, control,

proCt and NOT about public health. As you say, it's "a huge scam" and propaganda.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

Herd immunity is a fallicy, for viral issues, the poisoning is the cause, for bacterial infection yes,

herd immunity applies.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Sorry, but “herd immunity” is a myth. “Viral infection” is simply viral overload, due to viral shedding

and an underfunctioning endocrine system that fails to detoxify the body.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Mainstream media news at least, has omcial joined the ranks of the marketing arm for their major

advertisers. And we heard from sources that during non-election years, Big Pharma advertising can
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amount to 70% of all news revenues at certain TV corporations. This amounts to monopoly control

of news and information; above and beyond what is occurring by Big Tech on the internet. Its a

feedback loop of more scary news, more advertising, round and round it goes. Yet, our Congress

has done nothing but talk, hold hearings and ask for additional information.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

boobtube

Almond, Vaccine induced herd immunity doesn't exist.  Never did. No proof of it exists.  Only an

unproven theory.  By the very nature of vaccines, it cannot exist.  Not the same as natural herd

immunity at all.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Almond,well said. And further, (I think emailing this around would be very effective and would

shock people) we have footage of Fauci himself saying that asymptomatic carriers never were the

ones to drive the spread of disease.  

www.theblaze.com/op-ed/ready-horowitz-a-severely-symptomatic-lie-about..

Nobody can stop us from talking. And no matter how the media censors, as people die and have

side effects, the word WILL spread, guaranteed. It may not spread as widely as we will like, but

enough people will talk that it will spread to enough people. We can help by sending links by email.

Use a VPN and put a disclaimer on the message. As for those who refuse to listen, "God helps

those who help themselves". We can't help those who don't want to be helped, or don't' want to

listen. But at least we can rest at ease, knowing that we tried.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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Almond

news.yahoo.com/dodger-stadiums-covid-19-vaccination-233339650.html

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jackaroni

Just yesterday an acquaintance of mine who has recovered from Covid mentioned that even

though he was a Crst responder, he was putting himself at the end of the line to get a vaccine.  I

said but since you have recovered from Covid you are already immune, and he replied "I know,

that's why I put myself at the end of the line to get my vaccine!"  I walked away, you just can't argue

with stupid.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

tireguy

This post is in response to that by mirandola asking what law forbids the mandatory vaccination of

experimental vaccines given emergency use authorization.  Searching through my records I found a

note to this on a consent form I received last year referring to Title 21 of the Code of Federal

Regulations 50.25(a)(8).  The rushed to market COVID19 vaccines are all experimental vaccines,

biologics, or biogenetics and are covered under Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations 50.25(a)(8)

for human clinical trials, in which all participants must be given the right to informed consent and the

right to withdraw or refuse participation in the clinical trials. Also I received this from the Informed

Consent Action Network last Monday, January 25:

“ICAN’s legal team, led by Aaron Siri, has taken legal action to challenge employers/schools that

require their employees/students to receive a COVID-19 vaccine.  Employers and schools that

previously required the COVID-19 vaccine have dropped those requirements!  This includes an
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employer that did so on the heels of ICAN’s legal team challenging the mandate in court.” “If you or

anyone you know is being required by an employer or school to receive a COVID-19 vaccine, ICAN is

pleased to offer to support legal action on your behalf to challenge the requirement.  In order to obtain

this potential assistance, please email us at freedom@icandecide.org and provide a copy of the written

notice from your school or employer stating that the COVID-19 vaccine is required.” I hope this helps.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

very helpful indeed - thank you

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Dr Fauci - apparently with a new recommendation on mask wearing.

 pbs.twimg.com/.../EtBu6SuXcAAUvtR

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

funny

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast
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Fauci should cover his entire head, as he is so disgustingly UGLY - inside and out!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

SoozeQ

In all my life I never thought that I would live to see the day where Americans are killed with intent and

too stupid to open their eyes. This virus does not make you blind, it does not make you impotent, it

does NOT kill you....not the way the media NEEDS you to believe to fulCll snakes agenda. Never in my

life did I think people so quickly would give up ALL constitutional rights and live in fear. I just want to

slap people to wake them up when I see them with Cve masks on and the fear of god their eyes as they

continue to smoke, eat the standard American diet and be fat. But the virus, the virus will be what kills

ya.I am way over being PC.

If the masses soon don’t wake up and stop worrying about covid, non existent racism, and people who

want to cut off their sex organs....then they deserved to die from this vaccine. Don’t bother to educate

yourself about terrain theory and taking control. Wait  for the demoncrats to save you. They deserve to

be slaves because they are willingly walking to the gas chamber. Yesterday, at the hair salon a morbidly

obese woman with two masks, and a shield was saying that guests may not attend her wedding

without a vaccine. Um. No. She should just be glad someone wants to marry her fat, loud, obnoxious

bully ass. Don’t understand. Different talk. The  10 phases of genocide are here.

The conservatives and people who refuse the snakes death shot will be put in camps within the next

year. As more time goes by the restrictions are becoming worse not better. But that’s what you get

when Chicoms are running our country. But hey, live in pajamas , watch kiddie porn(cuties...a dam sin )

on NetPix, eat an abysmal diet while you wait to be saved. As you stare at your peloton that everyone

has but no one uses. Only the strong will survive this. But Crst we need civil war to get rid of Chicoms

and ANY foreigners who do not want to uphold the constitution of the United States of America. The

most important having body sovereignty.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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stanleybecker

hi Soozie ~ "most important body sovereignty" ~ second must be "body weight" ~ I liked your

description of the loud mouthed swollen Dominatrix at the hair salon

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

hellbent

SoozeQ - heh, the fatty you describe - well she's obviously not taking the current virus seriously is

she, being overweight?  Has time to primp and poop and get her hair done, but no time or effort

spare to reduce her weight?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

"She should just be glad someone wants to marry her fat, loud, obnoxious bully ass." Some people

might say that you're being 'mean'. I call it "honesty"! If it weren't so serious, it would be

funny...some obese, obviously oblivious person, trying to tell a healthy person how to take care of

their health!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jackaroni

And these dangerous vaccines are being given Crst to medical personnel?  If a large number of

these people die or become disabled, who is going to be left to provide them with medical care?

 Who is going to be left to treat those with Covid, or anything else?  Or is this part of the plan?
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

Everyone should read and know this. Excellent, thank you!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

lovingMom2013

Thank you Dr. Mercola for the precious information. This can save the lives of many. To let everyone

know that Canada ( BC) started producing three layers masks. It's advertising in search machines.  In

the past, I always wondered when 'they' stop the -breathing of the air for free?  The time has come. I

can not believe that oxygen in the air is denied! Otto Warburg got a Nobel prize a while ago for the

discovery of oxygen potency in terms of killing viruses.  Today even kids wear masks. It is going to be

forever! The whole world becomes a Kafkian Castle in several months! It's been deCnitely planned.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

britcarguy

Do not wear the mask of Satan!  That is what it is.  Communist masks to control society.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished
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Britcarguy: not communist. Eugenicist, genocidal technocrats.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

TURDeau will continue to destroy Canada! He's done a superb job so far!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

splashingwater

Goddess bless Judy Mikovits.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Truly, one of the best comments today!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

Keep in mind, what the Amish can teach us, they don't vaccinate, but they also DON'T USE EMF

radiation technology. Ah ha! The other factor in pandemic disease and poor health. If humanity doesn't

unplug the EMF radiation, Earth life will undergo an extinction, like it of not, all Earth life is suffering,

speciCcally the idiots working in IT and medicine... the longer we expose the planet to EMF radiation

poisoning, the closer to extinction this planet moves, this isn't about carbon, this isn't about warming,
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this is the destruction of the symbiotic microbiome in all advanced forms of Earth life, from EMF

radiation poisoning, heavy metal contamination makes it worse, GMO, glyphosate contamination

makes it worse, synergistically toxic exposures of lead, mercury, Puoride, aluminium, makes it worse...

we're killing ourselves and the planet with us, if we don't stop, unplug, go back to living naturally and

start to heal, we will become extinct.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

The other day, I checked 5G coverage in my extremely rural area. It’s nearly fully covered by AT&T

(Cricketwireless is also owned by AT&T).

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

RemingtonL

You are spot on!  Also, regarding 5G being in rural areas, it is in the long range as AT&T, TMobile &

now Verizon have added new spectrums (mostly in the 600MHz range) to 4G towers.  Those

frequencies go up to 10 miles, used to be that living several miles from towers was safe but now

it's like everyone is being hit in all directions.  Interesting is how these upgrades went up in most

areas just over a years ago and even the smallest towns/rural areas had them by last Spring.  Also

the Starlink satellites going up increasingly over the past year likely adds to similar effects,

especially for those with comprised immune systems.  I've heard that many who have been

effected by EMF's and sensitive to RF have had symptoms of the CV and most don't even go out,

also their family members didn't "catch" anything.  Hmmm

Posted On 02/01/2021
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britcarguy

Please urge your followers to not wear masks, to not take the corporate fraud vaccination, and to keep

on socializing with friends as much as possible, and in "non-ventilated" places too!  It is a "Plandemic",

totally fake, engineered by Gates, Soros, etal.  Thank you Dr Mercola for educating so many people.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

Wear your mask exemption badge... in fact, if you're Push with cash, print up a whole bunch and

start handing them out for free, if you need cash, start selling em, lol...trust me, there is a market

for that.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Nope, Gates and Soros are only low-end enforcers. The agenda started with the Bank of England at

the time of the “Glorious Revolution” and was locked in on the day of Napoleon’s defeat.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

britcarguy:   Wise decision not to wear a mask. People need to read this:

www.science.news/2021-01-15-long-term-mask-use-breeds-microbes-lung-ca..
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

good link Newlands ~ explains it all in the simplest manner

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Dr.Steven

Thank you Dr. Mercola for more in-depth information needed to assess the risks of these experimental,

rushed "vaccines" as the mainstream media, Big Tech, and sadly the government and even

corporations and business join the bandwagon for mass vaccinations. The problem remains: Big tech

censorship of alternative, science-based views and natural health responses to Covid-19. In addition,

Big Pharma, mainstream media, and governmental collude to promote the "safe and effective" narrative

to encourage more people to accept these vaccines.

There is a lot to digest here, but along with other recent, fact-checked articles on the dangers of these

vaccines, there is solid evidence here to at least call for an objective investigation of Dr. Mikovitz'

claims and a debate between experts who advocate and those raising alarms about these vaccines. In

a normal situation, in which we still respected free speech, this debate would be occurring and openly.

My wife and will absolutely refuse to accept these vaccines, regardless of the personal costs if this

becomes "mandatory." Life is sacred. All of our efforts to protect our health could be for naught with

one "jab" of these toxic poisons. What continues to be lost and ignored in these ongoing debates over

"Covid-19" (the disease with a 99.5 percent recovery rate that somehow warrants mass vaccinations!!)

is the essentials of natural health, including nutrition, lifestyle, and supplements, as Dr. Mercola notes

towards the conclusion of this article.  We must continue to Cght for our freedoms. This is not going

away. Too many otherwise intelligent people naively think these vaccines will "end" this "pandemic" and

allow a return to "normal"; sadly, most know nothing about the Great Reset agenda. Fight: speak up;

make contacts; make your voice heard before it is too late and this garbage becomes mandatory.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

Is it even a disease, or is it the immune system Cghting 5G radiation poisoning?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

britcarguy

Good comments.  I try to go out in public and not wear a mask just to get the libs all Cred up.

 Some times they challenge me, but I always respond that they are just being sheeple by wearing a

stupid mask.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Almond

My thoughts exactly.  If we do not try to stop this, even worse things are on the agenda for us.

 People would think I am crazy if I said much more.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Almond

britcar... You sound like a fun guy.  ; - )

Posted On 01/31/2021
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Astonished

I agree with Britcarguy: the focus of the resistance must be on the muzzle. Once won, the lethal

injection is not going to be a problem.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Kevin: I am wondering how the self-proclaimed “elite” are protecting themselves from 5G. Unless

they go underground like the Morlocks, there must be a trick...

Chances are they are already on their private islands new New Zealand with no 5G and their

appearances are deepfakes.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Dr Steven, I think part of the solution re the censorship is for new, non-censoring platforms to be

created by proactive people who are techies. We must be the change we want to create ,as Ghandi

said! Good man. As for the backup facts to the predictions of mass deaths, which Judy Mikovitz is

far from alone in predicting, below are some links.  (Dr Sherry Tenpenny MD, Prof Dolores Cahill

immunologist working alongside the EU developing pharmaceutical drugs, Succharidt Bhakdi MD

top level microbiologist in Germany, and others are all predicting TENS OF MILLIONS of deaths

from these vaccines due to autoimmune attack and thereafter, being exposed to a live virus, the

autoimmunity goes crazy and will kill many people.

Dr SImone Gold did not make a deCnitive statement, but did ask "what if" 30 million people drop?

The state of affairs is very deeply serious!! People need to be imprisoned for crimes against

humanity). vaccineimpact.com/2021/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-so-far-following-experi..  329
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deaths from coronavirus vaccines after only a few days, according to the VAERS database.They

say that the reported deaths from vaccines rePect merely 1% of the true Cgures.

www.bitchute.com/search  having convulsions after vaccine&kind=video woman convulsing and

paralyzed post vaccine, caution,this is not for the faint of heart

www.anhinternational.org/news/anh-feature-searching-for-answers-in-the..  the Alliance for

Natural Health says that based on the percentages of deaths in these so called "Vaccine" Studies,

that the deaths now being reported, rePect 1% of the true Cgures. What a sad, and awful, state of

affairs. I worry for my loved ones now more than ever before, and far more than from the

coronavirus. My hope is in the fact that eventually the truth comes out. Can we prevent all pain,

death and suffering? Probably not. But with truth will come legal consequence

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Chopwi

Outstanding interview with Dr. Mikovits.  I decided a long time ago NOT to get this vaccine.

 Information is available if people would just do a little research.  Virus mutate too quickly for any

vaccine to be effective.

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3335060/?fbclid=IwAR3BzVZAiX3woGL..

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, that was published in 2012. We are seeing mutations occurring faster pace, usually a sign the

virus is running out of victims and perhaps trying new ways to bypass vaccines...and it also may

mean the virus is on its last gasp for new hosts, and may be out of here by the end of summer or

thereabouts.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

That is the truly scary part of this...people are blindly trusting these pigs.  I have a friend that is an

RN, had covid (was like regular Pu) so now has antibodies.  She got the injections!  "Thought I

should cause I'm a nurse" was her blind faith statement.  I could just cry...if these injections cause

half the problems everyone here is saying, I will lose most of my family.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

britcarguy

Thank you, Dr. Mercola for educating us.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

scottevani

I'm just wondering when the health problems arise from these "vaccines", that they won't blame it on

something else like a different strain of who-knows-what  and then double-down saying stronger or

more vaccines are needed. That seems to be the logic they work from.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

It looks as if you understand the 'game'. The last thing that they'll admit to, is that their poison jabs
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are harming anyone. At the present time, it's easy for them - just blame it on covid! I just heard of

more than half the people in a "care" home dying...They say, from covid. They are the ones who got

the "vaccine" Crst. I would bet my last dollar that the mRNA garbage killed them! Don't forget that

the Pu shots are also being distributed...Double Whammy!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

watched the FASCINATING interview between a passionate duo Drs Mercola and Mikovits that

introduces this article ~ this discussion is jam packed with vital information that not only allows you to

"take control of your health" {Dr Mercola's mantra} but even more importantly "how to SAVE your life" ~

66 minutes of auditory cues that elucidate the meaning of BRAIN INFLAMMATION that is being seen

already and has been repeatedly projected as the expected outcome of polluting the organism with

alien non assimilable RNA ~ Mikovits makes clear that RNA alerts and makes the organism aware of

threatening infective material cueing the immune reaction ~ however, these synthetic RNA signals are

not readily dissolvable and could theoretically remain active for your life time ~ this is a recipe for a

myriad of known and unknown autoimmune disruption including multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's and

other brain diseasees ~ there is so much information that Dr Mikovuits pours out in a non stop frenzy

of anger and frustration that my info overload meter was active ~ the bottom line is " >> DON'T TAKE

THE VACCINE ,,"

~ THIS IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT TAKE AWAY MESSAGE YOU CAN GET FROM THIS HIGH

POWERED INTERVIEW ~ IN THIS VIDEO THE TRUTH ABOUT THE barbaric mentally unstable plot TO

MAIM AND MURDER MILLIONS OF PEOPLE IS BEING PRESENTED TO YOU uncensored ~ LISTEN TO

THEIR MESSAGE AND YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY THERE IS SUCH A NEED BY THE PHARMA cartel

AND ITS PAID POLITICIANS AND ADVERTISING RECIPIENTS TO silence THESE truth tellers SO THAT

THE murder OF THE innocents CAN CONTINUE UNABATED

~ IN GENESIS GOD REPRIMANDS ADAM AND EVE FOR THEIR BEHAVIOR BUT DOES NOT ADDRESS

THE snake AS THE SOURCE OF evil ~ THE SUGGESTED REASON BY THE SCHOLARS IS THAT THERE

IS NO SUCH THING AS "EVIL" BUT ONLY human behavior THAT REFLECTS EVIL BEHAVIOR ~ THIS IS

our PLANET AND NOT THE PROPERTY OF stark raving mad money men ~ THIS IS MY INTELLECTUAL
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RNA SIGNALLING TO MY FELLOW HUMAN BEINGS ~ time TO wake up

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

nan2670

StanleyBecker~ Yes the Lord did address the serpent in Genesis 3:14 & 15 “And the Lord God said

unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every

beast of the Celd; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life:”

Genesis 3:14  “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her

seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.” 3:15

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

nan - the Lord cursed the Snake as an aspect of anthropomorphism ~ remember the Snake in the

Garden had human qualities and could talk to Eve - this has a symbolic quality and equates human

behavior with snake like behavior - in ancient times the snake was considered a great danger far

 worse that today - the snake also was believed to have eternal life because it sloughed its skin -

there are many reasons that the snake was used to symbolize "evil behavior" and applied to the Fall

of Man but the purpose of the snake was to illustrate "evil behavior" as God did not suggest that

the snake could ever be transformed and progress to a higher plain on the contrary God reiCed the

snake as condemned to "crawl on its belly and eat dust" which was what the zoological snake did

anyway

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

krissalee85
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“We're seeing an explosion of chronic disease and these patients are not being discouraged from

getting the vaccine. In fact, they're being scared by physicians into getting it.”  Indeed. I see this in

Facebook groups I’m in for people with brain cancer and autoimmune conditions. They proudly post

their vaccine certiCcates. I recently wrote a post questioning the safety of this shot for those with

autoimmune conditions as it is clearly stated that studies on this population have only just begun.

Guess what? I was kicked out of two of the groups. I said nothing rude. The group moderators said no

mention of Covid is allowed. Yet other people are allowed to share they’ve been vaccinated?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Cabochon

Obvious solution: get Farcebook and all other social media out of your life.  You will Cnd life

proceeds normally without the need for their approval, compliance with groupthink or other

psychological pressures applied to the sheeple class. Celebrate your independence of thought and

spread the word around to all in your social atom.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

carolalison

Same thing happened on next door app . I mentioned covid Las summer and a sign comes up to

call the CDC.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

gardenmad

Absolutely disgusting that they putting these things out as if they are candy. Very dangerous. Now we
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will have generations of damaged people. The forecast that millions would die is right. If they do not

die strait away it will be a slow painful death. Evil reigns. Where I live it has been good but low and

behold one person was tested with the mutant variant strain and now total lockdown in the city and

mandated masking indoors and out. Total madness. My doctor says we are living in an insane asylum

and I agree. This is crimes against humanity. I only hope that we can possibly have these people calling

the shots held to account and be charged with crimes against humanity like they did with the *** at the

Nuremburg trials.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

We’ll have generations of dead people, most of them dying for several years in unsoothable pain

and suffering...

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

If you noticed, its the over 65 crowd that are rushing off to be vaccinated, those who watch tv

news. Yet there is no safety trials run, and no phase 1 or 2 trials run on that older age group. Have

the boomers turned into a bunch of lemmings?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

gardenmad, I laughed out loud at the mention of us all living in an "Insane asylum". Well said! !!!

Thank you. (But it's really not funny, and nobody has any permission to quote me out of context!

Woof). I will cross post here, since this is important. I say, wherever the statement is "submit or
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else! Side effects be damned' this is violence. And to invoke that one magic word, violence, will

have the vaccine giver back down....almost guaranteed. Because If anybody thinks they may likely

have a side effect, no matter what the omcial literature says, we have every right to Just Say No.

Further, a doctor/friend told me that wherever vaccines are rolled out under emergency declaration,

there is a law forbidding mandates of the vaccines.  Just Say NO if that is what you want! It is our

choice, and if the "law" forbids it, it is time to invoke that magic word, "violence', above and protect

yourself. Threaten to sue the vaccine giver, his or her own self.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Gardenmad, you wrote: "Absolutely disgusting that they putting these things out as if they are

candy. Very dangerous" This is why I have posted questions for Dr Fauci himself. I saw right

through this from the beginning. I think he knows a thing or two about immune physiology, how

about all the rest of us?  I wrote, and will hereby write again:

 Dr Fauci, I have some questions for you. Are you telling us that you do Not know, that wherever a

foreign substance binds with a cell, that the cell is treated by  the immune system as "non-self" and

the immune system attacks it? Are you telling us Dr Fauci, that you are not aware of the fact that

polyethylene glycol is an explosive, derived from petroleum, and what the Material Safety Data

Sheet says about it, and that it can and does cause anaphylaxis? IF the answer is no ,then please

accept our friendly invitation for you to retire with your feet up. Now Dr Fauci, are you telling us that

you are fully aware of these things, and that you do not deny knowledge thereof? Then please go to

life prison. Dr Fauci, here is a third question. Aware or not, is the nation's wellbeing under your

watch? Are you responsible? Then given the rollout of these mass experimental biological agents,

falsely and misleadingly called vaccines, then please go to life in prison.

That's it. Please pass word along widely, using your own words and your own name to it. These

concerns belong to the public, not to me.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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ScanKat

They cannot mandate this shot in health care or anywhere at this time because it has only Emergent

use approve by the FDA (federal death Administration)  It will take 2 years at least before they have the

data to get the full approval.  I pray enough drop that the nightmare of mandated poison never

happens.  Pray one and all.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

Folks the American Frontline Doctors are trying to get 1,000,000 signatures on their petition.  They

want to take it to congress so mandatory vaccines by companies and government will not be legal.  If

you feel strongly about this please sign this petition.  Last I checked there were less than 400,000

signatures. www.stopmedicaldiscrimination.org

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

Signatures are up over 440,000

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Chlorine Dioxide has been used in very diluted form for years to help people with malaria and other
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illnesses. Often in tablet form.   It has also been used with great success to treat Covid 19. in Ecuador.

 But Big Pharma completely dismisses it.  I wonder why lbry.tv/.../100-Recovered-Aememi-1:7

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Newlands Chlorine Dioxide was promoted by Trump but the media claimed he was advising the

use of common bleach which is Sodium Hypochlorite a completely different substance ~ we still

hear in posts by ignoramuses that Trump promoted bleach

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

kev8395

"We’ll End Up Killing the Most Susceptible" I think that's the plan !

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

yes, the Nazi Program began with the "mentally deCcient" and progressed to the "socially

unacceptable" as soon as no one objected

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

As soon as they started outlining this rollout, they listed starting with elderly and nursing home
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residents and health care workers, I nearly blew a fuse! Absolutely the stupidist plan or the

smartest way to empty beds. You decide.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

They're pumping toxins into babies as soon as they're born. What's not to understand.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Killing the most vulnerable is only the appetizer. The “useless eaters” will be next, and the

enforcers, the useful idiots will come last. (Of corse, the death camps will be concurrently

operating, populated by the non-compliant for the further improvement of medical and torture

experiments). Wait until the superbugs coming from antibiotics-overuse, obsessive disinfectants,

and muzzle-wearing (at this point, sometimes multiple muzzles!) kick in! That will be the real

pandemic, as it was according to Fauci in an article published by the CDC in 2008 about an

exhumation determining the causes of deaths in the 1919 “pandemic.” (95% was bacterial

pneumonia, probably caused by the omnipresent muzzle at the time).

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

cas2496

“ Even worse, Mikovits’ third and most recent book, “The Case Against Masks: Ten Reasons Why Mask

Use Should Be Limited,” is so heavily censored, no one can buy it.” Perhaps let everyone who wants to

read it have access to it electronically?
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Copied from the Amazon site, the new book is on pre-order 'til April 27! Ending Plague: A Scholar's

Obligation in an Age of Corruption (Children’s Health Defense) Hardcover – April 27, 2021

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

lin3741

BC they control that too.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

MarilynSh

Thank goodness I have Crohn's disease and I am over 65, I wouldn't take this crap anyway because my

last Pu shot nearly killed me.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Almond

Marilyn... You had better make sure it is recorded in your medical records and that your doctor is

willing to sign an exemption form for you if it comes to that.  Bureaucrats are practicing medicine

without a license nowadays and second-guessing doctors.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Marilyn, On a spectrum, generally rashes and allergies come Crst, autoimmunity comes second,

then cancers. Please Run in the opposite direction. Standard medicine has little to no

understanding of these conditions and no answers either.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

wallguy

Hear ye...the thought of relying on the folks that have made you sick, by your acceptance, To return and

foster your wellness once again, is the most life threatening gamble I can imagine. The odds of

winning are "NOT" in your favor. Sympathy is a very false remedy.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Kevin131

Covid19 is the greatest act of witchcraft ever since Babylon, by big pharma, and big tech is on the

ticket because EMF radiation is part of the witchcraft. Useless vaccines, to treat diseases caused by

EMF poisoning, the vaccines make the problem worse, the media is paid off to kept the lies going.

When people realize it's a huge fraud, the real pandemic cause is EMF and electriCcation of our

environment, big tech realizes their whole wiC access business model will be castrated for safety,

vaccines will be exposed as useless and harmful, so these global murderers causing the problems, are

desperate to scapegoat, so they OCD the antivaxxers, the antiwiCers, and call us innocent objectors,

witches, villify us like witches, and hunt us like witches, and just like Matthew Hopkins, they're the ones

using witchcraft -lies, fraud and harm of a demonic nature, to accuse the innocent.
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The witches have convinced the world, that everyone not wearing a mask...is a witch, everyone

refusing a vaccine, is a witch...when big tech, the media and the medical systems ARE THE WITCH

CRAFT practicing scumbags. The irony is not lost on the informed and just and your outrage is

righteous! Bill Gates, Fauci, Rockefeller, Soros, all witches...in real terms. Not only do they worship the

devil, they embody the mentality of practicing and using lies, fraud and poisoning of a demonic nature,

and big tech and media, the blasphemous soothsayers, the public relations arms of the

witches...corporate witches. And they have the nerve to set up a globalist witch hunt against the good

Christians who are innocent and speak the truth. These Satanists don't have enough money to avoid

being sent to hell, everything they do will have to be dismantled, and the witches practicing witchcraft

and running false witch hunts will burn in hell soon enough.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Not paid off; intimidated and conditioned, which are cheaper and more likely to work. Based on the

$900m bribe offered by the IMF to the President of Belarus (he was the only political leader who

rejected it) for starting the hysteria suggests that some politicians have been paid off. The

President of Burundi, however, died of a “heart attack” only two weeks after a goat and a papaya

tested “positive” and he kicked out the WHO.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Good_Hands

Kevin, I agree that 5G is causing far more problems than many would like to acknowledge. But see

my comment above about witches. Let's Cnd a different analogy than witchcraft, as most

practicing Wiccans do not Ct the proCle that Hollywood has taught us to conjure when imagining

how a witch looks and behaves. I know a number of Wiccans, and they would be offended by this

analogy.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

Astonished ~ this was Tanzania President that tested the virus with papaya and goat ~ he is still

alive ~ globalnews.ca/.../coronavirus-papaya-goat-tanzania  ~ a former President died that had

nothing to do with this ~ the Burundian Prsident died from a heart attack that has now been

cotroversially alleged was the coronavirus ~ yes gunshot wounds have been blamed on the virus ~

www.nytimes.com/2020/06/09/world/africa/burundi-president-pierre-nkuru..

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Stanley: I am familiar with the change in the story. I referred to the earlier version.

Posted On 02/05/2021

 

CokeCola777

YOU SEEM TO BE HELPING FAUCI, RATHER THAN MULLIS. Gallo and Fauci prescribed a chemotherapy

toxic drug as a cure for AIDS. Kary Mullis: "We have not been able to discover any good reasons why

most of the people on earth believe that AIDS is a disease caused by a virus called HIV. There is simply

no scientiCc evidence demonstrating that this is true. We have also not been able to discover why

doctors prescribe a toxic drug called AZT (Zidovudine) to people who have no other complaint than the

presence of antibodies to HIV in their blood.  In fact, we cannot understand why humans would take

that drug for any reason. We cannot understand how all this madness came about, and having both

lived in Berkeley, we've seen some strange things indeed. We know that to err is human, but the

HIV/AIDS hypothesis is one hell of a mistake. The ABC's Nightline approached Mullis about

participating in a documentary:
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The show was superb, and represented a historic turning point, possibly even the end of the seven-year

media blackout on the HIV debate. But it still didn't fulCl Mullis ultimate fantasy.  "What ABC needs to

do," says Mullis, "is talk to [Chairman of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID) Dr. Anthony] Fauci and [Dr. Robert] Gallo [one of the discoverers of HIV] and show that they're

assholes, which I could do in ten minutes." But, I point out, Gallo will refuse to discuss the HIV debate,

just as he's always done. "I know he will,". "But you know what? I would be willing to chase the little ***

from his car to his omce and say, 'This is Kary Mullis trying to ask you a goddamn simple question,' and

let the cameras follow. But here's a Nobel Prize-winner trying to ask a simple question from those who

spent $22 billion and killed 100,000 people. It has to be on TV. It's a visual thing. I'm not unwilling to do

something like that." Celia Farber, Spin July 1994

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

I remember that article Coke {I use to subscribe to "Spin"} ~ that was a huge money spinner for

Fauci and still has relevance today as many still take AZT

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lakhana13

KeCr: A protective dietary supplementation against viral infection -

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0753332220311665   So we have a natural dairy source for interferon,

naturally produced in our own gut.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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rrealrose

Wow, who knew this? However, ultra-high pasteurized, grain-fed dairy supply in the US is suspect,

unless you know the grass-farmer and his cows. Doubt very many can actually emulate keCr made

in the Balkans without moving to the Balkans.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lakhana13

I found out last night my ex, my 2 son's mother took the Crst of the PCzer "vaccine" 1 week ago and is

scheduled to receive the second one later this week. I am worried she will pass away as a result. I will

try to convince her NOT to take the second dose. Yet, since she's already taken the Crst dose are there

any suggestions on what to do to stiPe any mRNA potential damage and/or future damage? I know all

about quercitin, vitamin C & D, zinc etc...........since this is NOT a vaccine but "gene therapy", what can

work to shut it down?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Those injured by the death jab will be allowed to sue for $250k of taxpayer’s money for one year,

which suggests that the real trouble will start later (serious doctors estimate 3-5 years). I am

deCnitely not a doctor, but if I were unfortunate enough to have received the lethal injection, I would

try grounding, sun exposure, and methods to speed up my metabolism. The resulting accelerated

aging can be fought with water stirred in an electromagnetic Celd, Chiu’s magnetic rings, hot/cold

therapy (sauna or just hot baths with cold showers), and the like. Please, notice that I am not

providing medical advice (only sharing personal experience about things that have been working

for me for decades) and following my example is fully your decision and your responsibility.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

krissalee85

My elder mother in-law got her Crst shot on Friday so I feel your worry. So far she says she’s just

sore but I worry what the long-term effects will be. My father in-law is next in line for the shot. My

husband also can’t wait to get it. He is healthy so I’ll be curious to see how it impacts him. I’m

thankful my mother won’t be getting the shot since she has multiple sclerosis.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Pete.Smith

Hi Lakhana13.   The advice from the article. Lower the inPammation as much as possible, like: -

improve glutathione with for example with taking NAC - block glyphosate uptake by taking glycine,

avoid food with glyphosate. - Taking ketones, avoiding junk food, like fried food (oxidized oils like

LA) no fructose There are more ways to lower inPammation, google it or see other dr Mercola

articles  ~  Mikovits also recommends taking Type 1 interferons. I quote: "We know that's

dysregulated in people with HIV, with XMRVs, with aberrant retroviral expression. Those people

can't make interferon. Type 1 interferons can be provided in a spray that you can spray directly into

your throat, your nose, and that will give you the protection you need so that the virus doesn't

[replicate]. It degrades it right away … "  (end quote) ~   So I think interferon could be helpful after

vaccination.  But where can we buy interferon to take orally? Some suggestions please.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Perfessor

If I would be forced to get vaccinated, this is what I would do: I would Crst pump up on

supplements, especially D3 & zinc. Then just before and immediately after the shot, I would take
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'MMS', which is chlorine dioxide, 3 activated drops. For this vaccine I would continue using it

according to the 'Protocol 1000': three drops activated, every hour, for 8 hours. However, best if one

started this before receiving the vaccine, starting slowly with one activated drop per hour, then the

next day two activated drops and then on the third day three activated drops per hour. It may be

that the chlorine dioxide gives a bad reaction in the beginning, then one has to dial it down for a

while, until the body can tolerate it. Since chlorine dioxide works against so many ailments, it

cleans out the body, and if someone is toxic or has underlying health conditions, then it will cause a

Herxheimer reaction. I am using it daily, three to four activated drops, with no ill effects but I know

of a woman who started with three drops activated and she had digestive problems for 5 months.

Maybe she had an underlying condition?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

michael2020

THE BEST GUESS AT ANALYZING WHAT THIS IS IS TO ACKNOWLEDGE: - IT KILLS MINORITIES FASTER

THAN ANYONE - IT WILL REDUCE THE WORLD'S POPULATION VERY QUICKLY - IT WILL LEAVE OUR

REMAINING POPULATION SEVERELY DISABLED AND EASILY LED - IT APPEARS WE WILL NOT FIGHT IT

WHETHER MASKS, LOCKDOWNS, OR VACCINATIONS SO WITH THESE ELEMENTS IN MIND IT WOULD

BE AN EDUCATED GUESS THAT WHAT WE'RE FACING IS EUGENICS - THE CULLING OF THE

POPULATION FOR TWO PURPOSES: - REDUCE THE POPULATION BECAUSE IT IS BELIEVED THAT

OVER-POPULATION (A BELIEF SHARED BY THE ELITES) IS THE ROOT CAUSE OF CLIMATE CHANGE,

POLLUTION, AND POVERTY. - REDUCE THE MINORITY POPULATION TO EMPHASIZE WHITE

DOMINANCE (A BELIEF SHARED BY THE ELITES) SO WE ONLY HAVE TO ASK OURSELVES, WHO ON

OUR PLANET HAS THE EUGENICS AGENDA? WHO HAS ENOUGH MONEY TO DRIVE IT. WHICH

FAMILIES SHARE THAT AGENDA?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

lee5855
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The Mikovits book "The Case Against Masks" is listed for sale on Ebay.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

BUR8358

God Bless you Dr. Mercola! Thank you for being so passionate about health, and for sharing

information regardless of the censoring from those who do not want this information to get out to the

public.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

I hope this has not been posted.  prezi.com/.../anecdotal-experiences-cvv

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

It's been posted a few times. It needs to be posted many more times! I emailed that page to about

5 people. I heard back from one...not a very good average!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

harvelicious

Excellent article. Absolutely cannot believe or trust "authoritative" authority, or, any of the power

structures. The subversion of truth, destruction of Peace, Freedom, Liberty, and the maiming, torture
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and killing of humanity has been occurring stealthily for a long time and is now also occurring on the

surface and in our face. The People have the power to stop this dystopian agenda, if, we want to use it.

Some excellent interviews that are worth watching: planetlockdownClm.com/full-interviews

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

MichaelR0

Anyone who tries to inject me with mercury aluminum and God knows what else, I will inject them with

lead. Haha, I'm a peace loving man but as the feminists say "keep your laws off my body".

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

solitairecat

Thanks for the laugh :-)

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

MichaelR0

Only 1 time did I see an anti vaxer on MSM. Tucker Carlson had RFK Jr on one time. I believe he would

do more if allowed. Guess we'll just have wait until millions are falling over dead before the masses

wake up.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rcagg249
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This is exactly the kind of information we need to make an informed decision as to whether to get this

vaccine. The government's and media's big push is that this vaccine is a miracle that will save us all

from nasty deaths. There is absolutely no mainstream coverage of the bad reactions and even deaths

resulting from these vaccines. They don't even acknowledge that there could possibly be any

downside. They even seemed to be making it political. When the Big T was in omce and fast-tracking

the vaccine, they were telling us not to rely on it too much because it might not offer immunity for long.

Now that we're past January 20, there's no more talk of the limited immunity. The vaccine is so

wonderful that it will take care of all variants, while those who built immunity naturally through

exposure to the virus won't be safe from variants. Summary: I appreciate Dr. Mercola adding some

balance to the vaccine discussion.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

Last night, reading the WashPost free coronavirus update, (not Dr M's favorite editor who is out to get

him) they reported about someone worried about her 80 yo father with Parkinsons not having access

to the vaccine. Had just Cnished listening to this interview a second time, as Judy packed in a lot of

details. What to think about the ability of the govt. (HHS, FDA, CDC) to communicate the dangers here?

Unknowing by omission? or deletion by default? Is this another Hurricane Katrina response, yet worse

this time around?  All my little gollem has repeatedly said is "if you are allergic to any ingredients in the

vaccine, don't get the shot". He said NOTHING about autoimmune conditions, cancers, or any other

degenerative disease like MS, Parkinsons, or ALS. Nice huh? Currently estimate that about 1/4 of all

Americans may fall under these categories.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

ElaineSc

I agree with Dr. Mercola towards the end of the interview with Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. when he told her
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that she is an angel. In these trying times, I take comfort in the thought that we have been blessed with

many people like Judy Mikovits, Ph.D. and Dr. Mercola who do the work of angels. We need to all get on

board and assist with this knowledge that we have by sharing it with our elected representatives and

our families and friends.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

lou3946

By now many peopler waking up to the fact the COVID-19 'vaccines' are not what they were promised

by the medical community, instead carry deadly properties. Most of all it is not a vaccine in the true

sense but a chemical pathogen!

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

gardenmad

Apparently your are not allowed to use the word N***is in relation to the Nuremburg trials, which was in

one of the comments I made earlier. Are we going to ban certain words on posts now because they

may be politically incorrect? Are be to see bans on the word "black" or "brown" because someone gets

upset? Just wondering why my word was partly obscured by the ***? Apparently the word "coon" is off

limits as well. It is the name of a cheese. It was a family surname and business despite certain

ramiCcations. Censorship is running high.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

nor9483

Remember  Chairman Mao from red China, the Crst thing he did was to get rid of the educated people ,

and abolish all religion, new world order freaks want useful idiots, they don't want anything that
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challenges their authority or anybody that has The ability to think for themselves, this is CCP model

that is being rolled out here in the USA.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Vladimira

It is so obvious to me that if millions die from this vaccine it will be blamed on something else. I

remember Gates stating that there will be more pandemics in the future. I guess any mass deaths will

be blamed on a new pandemic.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

cakesjean

Apparently "they" are already planning the SPARS virus starting 2025

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

elliecats

Everyone in my family is pro-this-'vaccine'. I keep asking myself how I will feel when every person in my

family dies. I can't imagine it. It makes me want to join them. What joy is left when everyone you know

and love has been senselessly murdered? I can't talk a damn one out of it.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Vladimira
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I would Cnd better people to love. Thankfully, I naturally cannot love or value people who are like

this, but I feel for you.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

shopdle

Judy's book The Case Against Masks can be purchased as of today (1-31-21) on Barnes & Noble's

website.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jcollett

Or, of course, Powell's, country's largest independent bookstore. Never the other store......

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Canuges

Unfortunately I have had the 1st civil vaccine.I have been severely ill with terrible shivering Cts and

severe muscle pains. I have had a profound headache also. These all went after 4 days. Then my feet

blew up like balloons and today my tummy is huge.  I just don't feel well anymore. Before the vaccine I

was very healthy.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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oceansplash

Wow.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

organicpaul

None of the recommendations in the pH discussion are backed up with references. Caution.

Posted On 02/05/2021

 

torloken

Why is it that the vaccine programme has bee so successful in Israel??

Dr Mercola is running the risk of being called a Fear Monger

Kind regards,

Tor Loken, Oslo, Norway

Posted On 02/04/2021

 

Shasha

EDTA/DMPS IV chelations may remove nanoparticles (nanorobots) and detox the PEG (antifreeze).

Now brand- Detox Support supplements may help also. Vit C/Csh oil/Vit

D3/sunlight/Zn/Mg/coenzymated B vitamins/herbs/mushrooms/garlic/onion/Vit A etc. may help the

immune system/prevent infections. Ozone raises oxygen and may help infections/pneumonia (olive oil

used in treatment). Se may help lower antibodies and raise oxygen/help the thyroid.
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Mitochondria....coenzyme Q10/rhodiola/Mg/Zn/probiotic etc. may help.

   They want hurt/kill most people on this earth it seems. They want to go from 7.8 billion to  500

million people on this earth. Agenda 21....to lower the population in as many ways as

possible...abortions/war/GMO/Roundup/blocking the sunlight/trashing the weather/trashing

farms/viruses/vaccines/Chem trails/fake meat/baby formula/starve people/no electricity or heat/push

the cold air to us. This is not Global warming, but weather manipulation/weather warfare. Fauci/Gates

need to be stopped/held accountable for crimes against Humanity. Fauci may have sent all viruses in

last 6 presidents/50 years to lower the population.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

Shasha

I have MS/Lyme/Celiac. Yes...those shaking seem like they now got MS due to the weaponized

"vaccine". This is not a vaccine, but a bio-weapon. Lyme was a bio-weapon from Plum Island lab.

Fauci/Gates funded/patent/simulated this weaponized virus and want to make trillions on the

weaponized "vaccine" that is being used to usher in the New World order/UN/China/"the left" and lower

the population for Agenda 21 and make them lots of money. They are not liable being a vaccine.

Calling it a pandemic kicked in all of this pretend plandemic. Biden people want Trillions of dollars

which may be used to force vaccines.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

Edistone71

What is absolutely fatuous about eugenics supposedly being activated by an intelligent person, is that

a 10 to 15% reduction in the world population is both a ludicrous and completely unnecessary project.  

As the Rev Arthur McCormack puts it: the Malthusian pessimists are in conPict with the real experts.  

Malthusianism is where Eugenics originates and this whole theory was abandoned during the last

century.   The experts estimated even then that there are enough resources on our own planet  to
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support a population of at least 50 billion and some would say much higher even up to 100 Billion.

To reach 50 billion at the rate of 1 billion every ten years would take another 400 years barring

exponential increase because we are on the threshold of a Maunder Minimum (or mini ice age)

predicted to last 60 to 80 years and which will reduce the world population by at least 40%.  And guess

what Maunder Minimums come around every 250 years. Couple that with the antibiotic apocalypse,

which has been discussed on Mercola.com before, from the evidence of ancient history 95% of the

human race could be wiped out within the next 100 years.   Because that has happened before  --

 several thousand years before the Incas of Peru.  And there is a pack of relics giving evidence to that

in a USA museum.

Take that a step further and look at the extent of the human race which has been around for the last

million years and it is quite evident that population Puctuations of the human race have been a huge

characteristic for a very long time.  In that last million years there have been Cve major ice ages two of

which were separated by 200,000 years.  Now it takes little more than 200 years to get from the horse

and cart to the Internet including the discovery of antibiotics.   So how many times have we had

computers and mobile phones and A.I and so on well before our era?   Read "Confessions of an

Economic Hit Man" by John Perkins and you may learn a lot more about the "Situation" now.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

kablomme

I’m just trying to get as much accurate information as I can. How can the capsule stay are the mRNA

for an extended amount of time? Wouldn’t it have to degrade for it to be read or am I missing

something?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

san2096

I posted How COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’ May Destroy the Lives of Millions to my FB and someone sent me
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the following link saying that 'This article is not accurate. Here is a rebuttal from an actual

epidemiologist, listing scientiCc sources.'  can someone explain all the different opinions out here

about the covid vaccine? yourlocalepidemiologist.com/covid19-vaccines-will-destroy-our-lives/?f..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Happytraveller

We are so Happy with your website and all the references you are providing. Because now a day here in

the Netherlands everybody is rushing to get that "gene therapie" we call it Vaccine and after following

you nearly every day from February 2019  we feel so bad about it. Certainly we are going to avoid it but

we love cruising and then we can't board without a "Vaccine" probably .We nearly  always have to Py in

from Amsterdam. Thank you again Dr Mercola for all this pure and honest information. We do feel

much obliged.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Soup1951

I graduated in 1975 from nursing school.  I’m a retired RN. I’m puzzled by those who say that this virus

is just a normal Pu. Then what explains the over-Powing ICUs,full hospital beds, overworked doctors

and nurses in 2020. . Did this happen in 2019,2018,......1975? As a nurse I never saw this much

sickness in the past 46 years. Yet some people are saying this is not a severe virus? Then what is it?

Go to your local hospital and ask the doctors and nurses if they think this is just a common virus?

 Some of you , get your head out of your books and look around you. Stop fooling yourself!

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

scintilla1
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Scientists like Mikovitz and others speaking out are putting themselves in the cross-hairs on behalf of

others. Someone mentioned efforts to create independent media and new initiatives to build the

society from the ground up. When I checked on the "Greater Reset" site today I noticed, superimposed

onto the website's lock icon, a little yellow triangle with a white exclamation point in it. Click on that

and you'll see a notice saying that some parts of the site are not secure. Anything that depends on the

existence of even a 'secure' website can be targeted for takedown.

Building secure internet freedom is dimcult. MeWe was supposed to have free speech but I read that

censorship is beginning there too (I think the site was sold). Tim Berners-Lee, copyright holder of the

World Wide Web, is working on a new version that will give people secure pods to protect their data. I

hope that works, but notice some investors seem to be media companies.... And Dr M has stated that

he is going to be setting up a blockchain site. Said not to be removable. (Does that mean that you can't

edit anything after posting it?) And then there's OnPassive, which is developing an internet 'ecosystem'

as a business  — here's hoping that may prove to be strong enough!

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Pet Rock

What about this issue? www.forbes.com/sites/victoriaforster/2021/01/11/covid-19-vaccines-cant..

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Tempest21

Pet Rock, this is an excellent overview of the mRNA gene therapy (aka "vaccine") theory. 'Dr. Vicky

Forster' is being a bit glib in understating the very real dangers in this technology, and if there's a

covert attempt to re-engineer the human population, this would deCnitely be the method to do it.

She might have also been paid handsomely to be a big pharma cheerleader, and I question whether

she's even a legitimate researcher. Nonetheless, check out this great piece from naturopath Dr.

James Odell: www.biologicalmedicineinstitute.com/post/covid-19-mrna-vaccines   A quote from
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the article's conclusions:

"Lastly, mRNA vaccines have never been licensed before, and now they are being administered to

millions of people with no manufacturer liability. The public has become the testing ground for this

new technology. If these coronavirus mRNA vaccines later prove to be harmful to fragile genetic

cellular structures, then that cannot be undone. Essentially, we need a much better understanding

of their potential side effects, and more evidence of their long-term emcacy. Vaccine development

takes time as the vaccines must not only be proven protective but also safe. Unlike other drugs

that are delivered into sick patients, vaccines are administered into healthy patients and thus

require very high safety margins. There is still a lot of research that should have been done around

safety before mRNA vaccines become used on the public. Unfortunately, that is not what is

happening now, and consequently this has a potential to turn into a disaster on a massive scale...."

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jcollett

There wasn't time to complete "trials" of the "vaccines," so, here are your trials. Human trials between

the two drug companies, each with a different version. Let's see how many die, what percentage have

serious side effects.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

danhow94535

Great work Dr. Mercola! Here is a great 7 minute video on the subject also with Dr. David Martin and

Judy A Mikovits. I am sure it will be censored shortly.  https://vimeo.com/499030214

Posted On 01/31/2021
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Astrocomical

We will Cnd out in the coming months and years how this "gene therapy" is going to work on humans.

 Many people are incredibly lining up to get a shot. Could it be possible they will turn into raging

ZOMBIES at some point and all those Hollowood movies actually come true and that is why the LORD

must return immediately before the raging ZOMBIES get totally out of control? Just aski'n?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Tempest21

I think the zombie apocalypse has already arrived, in the form of the majority of people

unquestioningly accepting everything they're told about the coronavirus 'plan-demic'....

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

7mercola7

Since the PCR tests have shown to produce mass false positives and negatives, deaths have been

totally misrepresented, why is there such a push to vaccinate the whole world over a vaccine that has

NO long term studies for a virus that really has no bite or at best, is a bad Pu season? Isn’t it obvious

this is a agenda? I really don’t need to know the science of the vaccine to know I don’t want it altho

reading the science of it further conCrms, I don’t.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

wpmars

No brainer with Gulp War Syndrome. Caring for these vets are costly and making them disappear
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leaves more money in the coffers for the crime families to pay mercenaries to protect Fort Pelosi.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

nonaki

This is enormously chilling stuff, but I wished there was an explanation of different COVID vaccines, as

they are made on different bases and not everyone on mRNA. Is there still a danger with the other

ones?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

It is stunning to me that:   1) people so blindly trust these different injections that they don't even

know the difference, and 2) these pharma companies are so drunk in the sheeple blind truth

response that they don't even offer any explanation as to which is better for who.  These people

better wake up soon....

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Tempest21

I believe that the J&J vaccine, the Russian Sputnik V, the Oxford University/Astra Zeneca vax, and

the Chinese Sinovax are all based on traditional immunology with eliciting antibody production

using the common cold virus (adenovirus) as its platform. No severe side effects reported in the

Russian Sputnik V, for example:  www.rt.com/.../494361-covid19-vaccine-russia-Cnal-stage   But it

still begs the necessity of any vaccine at all, if this virus is really as benign as it seems.... Some key

phrases to search: eugenics, genocide, behavior modiCcation, synthetic biology, re-engineering

humans....
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

WL4816

www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2021/01/30/publix-heiress-alex-j..  The link is to one of

many articles reporting that an heiress to the Publix fortune was the major funder of the pro-Trump

rally that erupted into a riot in Washington, D.C. A member of America's de facto hereditary nobility,

she's the daughter of the founder of Publix and contributed $300,000 to fund the rally. At least one

person was killed in the riot, and the Feds are looking for some of the riot participants but have shown

no interest in the perpetrators/funders of the rally.

As for the COVID scam, Publix is a major player in that it has obtained the exclusive right to distribute

the COVID vaccine in each of seven southern states. In Florida, for example, Republican Governor Ron

de Santis used his authority as head of the state to declare Publix the sole distributor of it there after

the heiress "donated" a six-Cgure sum to him (Publix may have bribed governors and other public

omcials in the other six states, as well). Consequently, after this became known via social media, there

is a call to boycott Publix stores. Publix is outspokenly pro-vaccine and they've published many ads

promoting the fact that COVID vaccinations are available at Publix super markets.

www.newsweek.com/publix-faces-boycott-calls-despite-distancing-itself-..

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Vladimira

Trump was also a major player in the vaccine scam. He was constantly bragging about the vaccine

and funded its development. Trump plays on both sides. If he didn’t, he would be killed by now.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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WL4816

Trump had to be a major player in the COVID scam because, as head of state, he had the power to

stop Dr. Fauci from perpetrating the fraud. But Trump is a sly politician who pretends to be a

populist, on the side of the common people. For comparison, when Obama was president, he

seems to have kept Fauci under control, but Trump and Dr. Fauci teamed up to serve as "foxes in

the henhouse," leaving the public unprotected from the hordes of pharma predators and medical

charlatans that we now have to contend with. This is similar to the situation where the George W.

Bush presidential administration, serving the FIRE sector, rescinded all regulatory protections

against Cnancial fraud and unleashed hordes of Cnancial predators upon the public.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

kkelelr

I just ordered Dr. Mikovits' book on Thrift books.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

jaimecoey

This was so informative!  I am wondering if anyone has some methods or documentation they carry in

order to not wear the mask. It is mandatory in NM and we hate it. Feeling very defeated in our

communist state.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

ScanKat

…9Those who want to be rich, however, fall into temptation and become ensnared by many foolish and
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harmful desires that plunge them into ruin and destruction. 10For the love of money is the root of all

kinds of evil. By craving it, some have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many

sorrows. 11But you, O man of God, Pee from these things and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith,

love, perseverance, and gentleness.…Timothy1.

Dr Lee Marrett of Front line Doctors explains that the generic drugs that many physicians are using is

the story behind the 6 billion a year vaccine issue. These drugs work for most all viruses and Pu and

would render shots as obsolete. They will push this agenda as far as they can for as long as they can to

make as much as they can. Evil is real. Pray this entire destructive deadly vaccine agenda is brought to

its knees by this CoVid PLANdemic, SCAMdemic, FEARdemic. Humanity hangs in the balance. God

bless and protect these braves souls trying to Cght back and save lives. This is a true crime against all

humanity on earth. Never forget: WE ARE FREE BY GOD'S GRACE ALONE!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

DebraC043

This article really scares me! I have autoimmune disease, AND Tinnitus. . . The kind that is like a high

pitched siren that NEVER stops. . .or hasn't stopped for almost 4 years now. It has caused me to have

dementia, and I shudder to think what would happen if I took this vaccine. Right now it is causing me to

have dementia. I am pretty sure it would be over for me within a week! I am freakin' scared of it, and

will not take it!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lakhana13

So sorry to hear about your issues. Have you tried acupuncture, vitamin B-6 or ginseng? The Effect

of Korean Red Ginseng on Symptoms and Quality of Life in Chronic Tinnitus: A Randomized,

Open-Label Pilot Study www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4582451   Acupuncture for chronic

nonpulsatile tinnitus: A randomized clinical trial - www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5771359   This

https://articles.mercola.com/members/DebraC043/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lakhana13/default.aspx
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4582451/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5771359/
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last one may help. CAVEAT: I am NOT a representative nor do I make any $$ in suggesting this may

help - just to be clear How B Vitamins Help Tinnitus

www.tinnitusformula.com/.../how-b-vitamins-help-tinnitus  best wishes

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

HealthiestChoices

Hi, DebraC043~  I am sorry to hear you are suffering so much with Tinnitus.  Do you take any

supplements?  I too, have it quite badly 'most' of the time.  It started sometime back in the early

80s if I remember and lately, it's become so much more annoying, especially at night when I'm

trying to go to sleep and the screeching noise just won't quit.  I also am deCnitely against all

vaccines, and take no meds.  I'm a senior and have tried to maintain a healthy lifestyle for nearly 45

yrs.  

One of my main concerns about the mandated vax. is that being totally against it, I also don't want

to end up in a 'non-conforming group facility' that is could no doubt happen. I don't know if Tinnitus

will be enough of a complaint to be considered an exemption?  And how can you prove it, OR some

of the other things mentioned?  I haven't seen a Dr. in over 6-7 yrs. and I'm already nervous that I

keep receiving ins. co (Medicare) notices wanting me to have a home nurse visit along with other

options.  I don't have time and don't want a nurse here trying to tell me how to stay healthier. Blah!

 Lakhana13~  Thank you for the suggestions.  I'm aware of a couple and will check out the links as

soon as I have a few extra minutes.  Bad as it is normally, when I've been exposed to loud noises,

it's even worse.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The mongers will always have an answer to explain away any adverse reactions. They always do!

https://www.tinnitusformula.com/library/how-b-vitamins-help-tinnitus/
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

1jimmyv

Under Federal EUA Guidelines the "vaccine" cannot be mandated by any entity whether private or

public.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

balhawk

Dr. Minkovits' list of those most vulnerable to serious injury or death from the mRNA jabs is strikingly

similar to a list of vaccine side-effects.  Set 'em up, and deliver the kill shot, with the ultimate stealth,

so people think you're doing them a favor when you're exterminating them.  I see Nuremberg 2 on the

horizon.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

ScanKat

This evolution of modern "medicine" in America makes Nuremberg 1 look like a joke. They passed

an expensive HIPPA Act supposedly to protect medical freedom in America and now expect us to

carry a vaccine card. Most that should have been on trial ended up in America and got rich off

pushing the pharmacy agenda and making Americans sick and depended on their dangerous drugs

that do nothing to heal the body. I won't hold my breath for Nuremberg 2.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Nadine17
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This is an atrocity!    It is an act of war against against humankind -- oops, Godkind, we are made in the

image of God/Creator.  The war is satan attacking God's creation...us and this world and God's nature.

Witness Lee has some great biblical teachings. It just may help you pull through these dark times.

lsmradio.org

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

tinydancer2

I posted two comments perfectly in line with the current topic and neither violated any comment rules.

 I Cnd it really strange how my comments can’t get posted but all these others can.  I guess selectivity

is on Dr. Mercola as well.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

epa1375

Dr. Mercola, what an amazing article and interview with Judy Mikovits. I was waiting on an update from

her. What a wonderful job, and a wealth of information you both have shared with us today. "Indeed,

news and social media reports suggest recipients are starting to drop like Pies."   CNA Nursing Home

Whistleblower: Seniors Are DYING LIKE FLIES After COVID Injections! SPEAK OUT!!! James reports that

in 2020 very few residents in the nursing home where he works got sick with COVID, and none of them

died during the entire year of 2020. However, shortly after administering the PCzer experimental mRNA

injections, 14 died within two weeks, and he reports that many others are near death.

medicalkidnap.com/2021/01/26/cna-nursing-home-whistleblower-seniors-ar..

 medicalkidnap.com/2021/01/26/cna-nursing-home-whistleblower-seniors-ar..

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

epa1375
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"Many die of unknown causes within days, sometimes hours of getting the Crst or second

shot.....Yes, absolutely,” she says. “That's one of our hypotheses. But also, anyone with an

inPammatory disease like rheumatoid arthritis, Parkinson's disease, chronic Lyme disease,

anybody with an acquired immune deCciency from any pathogens and environmental toxins. Those

are the people who will be killed, murdered, by this vaccine, and Anthony Fauci knows it … I can't

even sleep [because of] how evil this is. This is so deadly, I can't scream it loud enough from the

rooftops.”.....All of this is eerily reminiscent of previous attempts to create a coronavirus vaccine,

all of which failed due to the vaccines causing paradoxical immune reactions, or

antibody-dependent immune enhancement." Dr. Peter Hotez Explains The Dangers of mRNA Covid

Vaccines...SAFETY PROBLEMS WITH CORONAVIRUS VACCINES, DR. PETER HOTEZ

www.bitchute.com/.../io37Wag6xpiC   He says "Now the GATES Foundation is taking it up AGAIN!"

Of course Dr. Fauci knows better. He has been intrenched in killing millions of people all over the

world since around 1980. He and Gates are eugenicists and are shocked that people are speaking

poorly of them: Bill Gates Wants The ‘Evil Conspiracy Theories’ About Him & Dr Fauci To Go Away.

The Microsoft founder said on Wednesday: “Nobody would have predicted that I and Dr. Fauci

would be so prominent in really kind of evil theories about – did we create the pandemic, are we

trying to proCt from it?” He added “I’m very surprised by that….I hope it goes away.” .... But he noted

that there are “millions of messages out there” targeting him and Fauci, and he hinted that

censorship may be needed to combat them"......This is unbelievable. Known eugenicists who have

killed millions all over the world, are surprised that people speak ill of them????

 newspunch.com/bill-gates  "censorship"??? Now he wants to take away our freedom of speech.

Wow!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

There will be many spaces opening up in "care" homes - globally! Once those people get injected,

there will be more spaces opening up! That sounds like a solid eugenics plan to me. We have

similar reports in Canada...of course, it's all blamed on covid!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/io37Wag6xpiC/
https://newspunch.com/bill-gates
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

evelyne15

I have followed Dr Mercola for many years and his articles on health, building a strong immune system

and wellness have helped me and my family over the years.

However, my husband is 53 & has an autoimmune disorder called Myasthenia Gravis & has 1 kidney as

he donated 1 to his sister 15 years ago.

He is otherwise healthy, takes his vitamin D - goes to acupuncture,  takes Chinese herbs & sees a

natural nutritionist & eats organic food where possible

BUT when he gets a Pare up which could be once a year every  muscles in his body including his

speech ‘ swallowing are affected because of MG & he has to take prednisone - he is also a teacher

If he got COVID not sure what the outcome would be as his muscles in chest would be affected no

different if he got the Pu but COVID is just more contagious

What is the better of 2 evils for the vunerable . . To get COVID or get the vaccine ?? as these are the

people who will end up on ventilators or dead  

We know 99% of people will not die but  issue is hospitals being overwhelmed & unable to cope with

high number of patients all at once & unable to care with patients with heart attacks, cancer etc etc

COVID & the Vaccine can have long terms affects and do damage to the body . . So my questions to . .

which is better for my husband and 1,000’s of other people with an autoimmune condition  . . . the

Vaccine or getting Covid ? ?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

holbr148
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I heard someone say just say no to the vaccine but that may not be the case if the disease was cancer

& it doesn’t infect anyone else that is true but in case of an infectious disease there is already some

Supreme Court precedent on forced vaccinations. We need to strengthen individual rights to decline.

After all if your vaccination is going to prevent the disease for you why are you worried whether or not I

receive it.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

Kevin131, this is the Crst I've heard you cannot obtain herd immunity against viruses. So the Pu

injection (sold to the sheeple as "vaccine") is more or less for what? To reduce symptoms?  One more

question:  wouldn't it be called immunity if you have had a virus and developed guardian antibodies?

 This is confusing to me; my hope has always been development of herd immunity eventually,

regardless of big pharma's stepping in.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

scintilla1

According to Dr Bhakdi, most humans already have a signiCcant level of immunity toward the

general family of 'coronavirus'. He explained how immunity actually works. It's not the antibodies,

which once locked in with a particular receptor stay there and don't help again; they are not always

circulating either but are produced when needed.  The biggest defence is the killer lymphocyte that

will destroy a cell  infected with the particular target protein, then move on to the next infected cell

and destroy that too.  [Is that what happened when the previously-healthy doctor in Miami died?

Somehow the platelets in his blood became the target cell type. Infusing more didn't help; they kept

on being destroyed in classic auto-immune reaction. He had none of the conditions that could have

resulted in platelet loss. My query -- Dr. B. did not reference that particular case.] Bhakdi concluded

with the statement (my transcription): "The Dear Lord did not want us injecting foreign genes into

https://articles.mercola.com/members/JGB123/default.aspx
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the body because the Dear Lord made these killer lymphocytes to protect you already."  I won't post

a link here; people should still be able to Cnd interviews by him.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

harmonyrosewest

I bought Judy Mikovitz mask book from Bookshop!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

tinydancer2

Is the AstraZeneca vaccine any safer if forced to take one or the Novavax one as well.  The

AstraZeneca one is a DNA vaccine and not sure about NOVAVAX but would really like to know if

anyone can answer this question as well.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

00

Here's another doctor's take on the vaccine and more information... (she agrees with Mercola), it's a

really good report  https://vimeo.com/506628853

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

tinydancer2

Is it possible that a facial steamer that you can put your whole face on without any leaks would sumce
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instead of a nebulizer for the hydrogen peroxide therapy.  I can’t Cnd a decent nebulizer with a mask

and I can’t Cnd the saline.  What type of saline is he talking about?  I know it’s not like for contact

lenses so where do I get basic saline?  Someone please help!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

sinead196

In the interest of workers who will need to take the vaccine because of their jobs, I would like to hear

opinions on the non mRNA vaccines e.g Johnson & Johnson

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

You mean the company that had asbestos in their baby powder for many years? No comment!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

The level of pure insanity today, is dimcult to comprehend. Here is my list for the people who are at

"High Risk" of being seriously injured, or killed by the covid so-called "vaccines": Human Beings! As

Judy alluded to; what's been going on here and what is sure to continue, ad inCnitum, is PURE EVIL!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker
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Randy ~ they are now vaccinating dogs and cats and anything that moves

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

Stan; they need to leave the kitties and puppy dogs alone! They need to leave us alone, also! I don't

recall signing up for the EUGENICS program.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lakhana13

Caution may be necessary when addressing interferon: Scientists Cnd interferon, one of the body's own

proteins, induces persistent viral infection - www.sciencedaily.com/.../130411142815.htm   As with

anything introduced into the body, the body DOES respond/react in a myriad of ways to maintain

homeostasis. Ingesting one chemical to counteract another may induce a negative reaction. It doesn't

mean, however, foods that increase a chemical are the problem more likely an isolated supplement

might Systemic production of IFN-alpha by garlic (Allium sativum) in humans -

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/17523869  

Enhancing effects of food components on the production of interferon β from animal cells suppressed

by stress hormones www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3449869   Enhancement of interferon-β production

with sphingomyelin from fermented milk link.springer.com/.../10.1007%2FBF01877735   Immunologic

effects of yogurt watermark.silverchair.com/861.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7D..

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

wallguy
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Final Report Jan 2021   (Attn reader! This is Cctional, made for TV Theater) So what happened? Well,

by our accounts, a lot of people just failed to die.  Our early projections are proof of reliable science.

Our job is to warn the public heath authority. We have thousands of highly skilled and trained experts

working diligently to fulCll quotas. When leading experts agree the only way to inhibit spread is test

every living thing by thrusting a foot long Qtip into the nasal cavity till it touches cranial region, hold for

ten seconds and remove for microscope testing. We then determine scientiCcally nothing absolute. But

advocate we shall insist a mandate your returning to be part of the experiment, whereby the current

prevention is to jab unproven inoculants into the masses. We do that with reassurance of safety for

your health. &  While this note is dire and Cctional. We all hope and pray for greater divine

interventions. As I noted once before. The Titanic was marketed as unsinkable and as safe as Mothers

milk. “One person’s view of madness,”  “is another person’s reality.”  (The current situation)

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

ger4127

Immense nonsense all this

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

cat6071

I'm watching this video right now and so far he's correct about how they're making it seem as if it's so

hard to get the jab because of the supply and demand tactic.  So my friend got it 2 weeks ago, but

maybe it's because he was a government employee?  Second jab will be on the 12th he said.  Yesterday

I played at another country club at their huge pool area.  As I was setting up I'm hearing these people

discussing how they are going to drive to Orlando to get it!  That's 2 1/2 hours from here.  But, hey its a

nice drive!  Oh boy.  I can't say a thing as I don't want to jeopardize my playing there.  Will keep you guys

informed.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

Yes, Kat; "vaccine shortages" is one of the many tactics they use to con the masses into doing

something that should NEVER be done to a human being - globally!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

marycan

I understand the peroxide chart now! Sorry - I was confused at Crst. I see it all depends on what

percent peroxide you choose to start with. Thanks!!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

jonathanriley

my friends moms best friend died 5 days after the injection. his lungs Clled with Puid so fast they

couldn't get it out quick enough. he then died of a heart attack.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Goldilocks1

Does this warning apply only to the PCzer/Moderna types of Covid-19 vaccine or does it include other

forms of vaccine like the AstraZeneca one?  Does anyone know? Not that I'm willing to have any of

them myself but I might be able to help friends and family in their choices if they are determined to go
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ahead.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

glosgal

I was wondering the same thing. Does this apply to the Oxford vaccine. I have a doctor in the family

and he has willingly had the PCzer one, I'm so worried for my daughter who luckily can't have any

while she is pregnant now...but what of the future? So worried.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

hellbent

glosgal - divert that energy and brain power from worrying to educating yourself and others.  Worry

and fear weaken your immune system.  If only for that reason, stop worrying!  Start planning. start

implementing.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lakhana13

Any of the ones using an mRNA technology (synthetic nucleic acid base) will be the same no

matter the manufacturer.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Goldilocks1
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Thanks, Lakhana 13 - it seems that the AstraZeneca shot is a “viral vector vaccine” and uses a

different technology, not mRNA. Maybe it is a better option but I'd like to read Dr Mercola's opinion

of it.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

NOOO for preggers, no nothing, don't even go there. This virus will be gone this year.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

shangrila114

Goldilocks, the "warning" is speciCcally for the mRNA vaccines only. And yet, Dr Mikovits' warning

applies to all vaccines in general, as she seems to say many of these vaccines are using

contaminated cell lines.  Moderna and PCzer-BioNTec are the only mRNA vaccines currently being

made available. The Oxford-AstraZeneca does not use mRNA vaccine technology. It uses a viral

vector - the chimpanzee Adenovirus. I cannot comment for or against. Nonetheless, all vaccines

are yet in the experimental stage. So, you would need to use your discretion.  If you are consenting

to a vaccine, make sure you are well informed of the pros and cons. You are entitled to "informed

consent". I am not taking any vaccine that is yet "experimental".

My understanding is that these vaccines cannot be mandated yet, as they are yet "experimental".

 Also, none of these vaccines would be able to contain the spread as they have not yet been able to

invent a failsafe vaccine technology that will work against respiratory viruses. The manufacturers

only say the vaccine will reduce the symptoms of infection. This remains to be seen. The spread

will be self-limiting as with all virus spreads. Any mutants may or may not be worse, even relatively

harmless ... remains to be seen. Personally, I don't believe vaccines are necessary at all if you

make sure your immune function is robust. It is a matter of the perspective you hold, and your own
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risk assessment and risk tolerance. Hope this helps.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Goldilocks1

Thank you very much for all this information, Shangrila114.  This is really helpful and clariCes

some issues for me.  Very much appreciated.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

nothingsound

Las night  read an article stating the Moderna “vaccine” have an operating system within them.  The

“they” can upload new information into the system.  (The Voice of Freedom) ‘...has actually published

on its website that this is true.  The mRNA vaccine injects an “operating system” into you body that it

calls “The Software of Life.”’ Trying here to do more research on this.  But when so much is taken down

from sites, it’s hard.  So if any one else out there has information on this, I would appreciate a direct

send to me.  Several people I know that are swallowing the whole ‘let’s get vaccinate’ and this is

because hardly any one is using their due diligence.  Please note I haven’t yet research “The Software

of Life” as I post this.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Randyfast

Here's an article...and this is from over a year ago! Partnering with amazon? It's ALWAYS the same

"usual suspects"! www.biospace.com/article/moderna-harnesses-the-power-of-amazon-web-ser..
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

sunnydeld

Council of Europe Decrees Vaccines Must Not Be Mandatory and the Non-Vaccinated Must Not be

Discriminated Against The European Court of Human Rights, part of the Council of Europe The

Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe – the international body of which the European Court

of Human Rights is a part (not to be confused with the EU, and of which Britain remains a member) –

has passed a resolution that vaccines must not be mandatory and no one should suffer discrimination

on account of not having been vaccinated. It reads: 7.3 with respect to ensuring high vaccine uptake:

7.3.1 ensure that citizens are informed that the vaccination is NOT mandatory and that no one is

politically, socially, or otherwise pressured to get themselves vaccinated, if they do not wish to do so

themselves; 7.3.2 ensure that no one is discriminated against for not having been vaccinated, due to

possible health risks or not wanting to be vaccinated;

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

marycan

Please check the hydrogen peroxide chart   Is it correct ?  I’m very happy to have this information about

nebulized hydrogen peroxide but I don’t think the chart is accurate

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

annie1996

Next?  www.auricmedia.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/spars-pandemic-scenario...

Posted On 01/31/2021
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zon9850

As Dr Mercola started to come up with certain 'conspiracy' stories about Covid, like this Dr Mikovits, I

must admit I almost dropped out of his website. I'm  Dutch, now living Ireland being a retired social

cultural antropologist researcher/ scientist. I had to go through Coma's, after a total blood transfusion

because of stupid neglect after a standard operation. During the coma's, I was on ventilators twice for

13 days in total, during which I suffered a heartattack, lung decompensation etc. They missed a severe

brainbleeding! 3 Years of rehabilitation it took!

An enormous Cght, as damaged as I was, with some hospital idiots, to get me off 40 pills a day, not

knowing from each other who was describing what and why! But that was only the start.... now leaving

me dying of severe Polyneuropathy. As due to later intoxication with corticosteroids (Sheehan effect

causing Addisons..but wrong diagnoses again!) caused unknowingly Diabetes, Polyneuropathy, but

also developed horriCc Cluster Headaches, Trigeminal troubles etc.. Terribly damaged by BigPharma

and certain medical psychopath specialists! First I studied Psychopathy (Jan Storms helped me deal

and heal) and I decided to quit ALL Big Pharma, even Opiats allowed for the severe nerve damages.

I was given 2,3 years! This was 10 years ago. I live a simple, almost off-grid, healthy permaculture

lifestyle in the quiet countryside. Finding my natural way, using methods like Ayurveda, Old Chinese,

Russian to native Indian remedies. I meditate, Qigong, sing, breath etc.  I love Me and my Life now..

Covid came along, I became suspicious, started researching. Now, after a year Lockdowned, hostaged

in beautiful Eire but "governed" by the most dangerous Psychopath Civil Servants and MSM..in contact

with the best NOT BigPharma biased, shunned, ridiculed, harassed Scientists. I never heard of Dr

Mikovits a year ago. I do not even have to see Plandemic.. Being SelfConscious and Aware-Awake, you

Sense, you Smell, you See it All.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

ChrisColes

zon9850 You really do need to sit down and read Plague of Corruption by Dr. Judy Mikovits, and

when you do you will expand your understanding of why you had experienced your health journey.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

CokeCola777

LET KARY MULLIS SPEAK AGAIN! Kary Mullis the PCR Inventor: “It doesn’t tell you that you are

sick” The one man Fauci was afraid of "died" just before the PLANDEMIC. Once Gallo and Fauci

pushed AZT (Zidovudine) as THEIR cure for AIDS, there was a 7 YEAR BLACKOUT on reporting on

AIDS. Today, people with AIDS are on 10 to 20 types of drugs! AIDS:  Multiple Sex Partners -

Multiple STDs - Multiple Antibiotics - Multiple Poppers/Drugs - DeCcent Diet -Immunity

compromised = AIDS Once homosexuals stoped this madness, they recovered. COVID19 SUGAR is

one of the greatest contributing factors in a DeCcient Diet that causes our Immunity to be

compromised. Remove it from your diet! Dring plenty of water! Eat lots of vegetables etc. Do not

trust Fauci, Gates and Co! here's a Nobel Prize-winner trying to ask a simple question from those

who spent $22 billion and killed 100,000 people. It has to be on TV. It's a visual thing. I'm not

unwilling to do something like that." INTERVIEW KARY MULLIS AIDS; Words from the Front By Celia

Farber, Spin July 1994

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

hagedorns1018

The nebulized hydrogen peroxide... is it diluted with saline (like the paragraph says) or with water (like

the table says)?

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

caws

So  where the heck are we supposed to get Interferon Type 1?
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

plain biodynamic full cream yoghurt yum yum

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Chr48567

I was wondering the same thing!

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

joang18

Im listening very carefully to everything you are saying and do not plan to get this vaccine.  I was just

wondering that if the encapsulated mRNA can last in the body for so long, why does it need to be

shipped at below freezing conditions to maintain effectiveness?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

epa1375

joang18....."Since mRNA normally rapidly degrades, it must be complexed with lipids or polymers.

COVID-19 vaccines use PEGylated lipid nanoparticles"...They just need to keep this nanoparticle

together so the fragments won't degrade before it gets into your body. The polymer does that. It

must be frozen so it won't melt.  Once inside your body the viral protein is released and gets into
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your cells where it will began to insert itself into your DNA...  The same mechanism used by HIV. In

fact it uses a HIV spike to do just that.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

mirandola

Dear Dr Mercola and Judy Mikovitz:  I read on the CDC's website that those people with environmental

illness and other conditions should all get the vaccine. They are saying that only those with

anaphylactic responses to polyethylene glycol and polysorbate 80, and naming conditions with similar

symptoms to the side effects from the vaccines, should not get the vaccine. I Cnd this truly short

sighted thinking. The mainstream "Doctors" are not thinking about the pure physiology involved in

many kinds of conditions. They would seem to merely think about only the symptoms themselves, as

being a concern. And they are not generous at all with regard to those in vulnerable groups, being

considered vulnerable. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/allergic-reaction.ht..  

What is your response to them and this kind of thinking?

(A message to mainstream doctors, this gives me less and less faith inmainstream medicine. I think

doctors have a pure responsibility to their patients, to think).  How are people supposed to know that

they have an allergic response to polyethylene glycol especially when it is injected? (This strikes me as

criminal,, all interested readers see here

www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807485?ReferrerURL=ht..  ).  And what

would you say, and what do you suggest we say, to people who think that the safety oversights are to

be trusted? Thank you for all you have so bravely done and all that you continue to do. We appreciate

you.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

CokeCola777

BECAUSE OF DEFICIENT DIET, DOCTOR SURGERIES ARE FULL OF SICK CHILDREN/PARENTS.
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YOUTUBE: Amazing transformation of sick dog who had given up hope. This video is a MUST for

everyone to see. YOUTUBE: Overweight Dog Finally Knows What Love Feels Like | The Dodo And

this video shows us that even our dogs are overfed with the wrong food.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

glosgal

Hellbent . I am educating myself...that's why I worry, knowledge gives you the insight and the fear of

what's to come. I try to tell everyone but they don't believe me, they believe the propaganda. Some can

be quite nasty about this. They believe that our government will help them, and save them! God help

us.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

hellbent

glosgal - very glad you are educating yourself!  I don't know your character, obviously, but try to Cnd

an approach that suits your personality.  eg treat it as a game?  treat it as a puzzle to be worked

out?  treat it as authority deCance? (probably me!) treat it as something you're going to wriggle out

of and get the better of those who want to enforce it?  Fact is, once you start learning, you gain all

these nuggets of valuable information.  Amongst the dire bits that maybe you can't do anything

about, there are much more valuable bits, giving you truthful, honest, credible information on what

you CAN do to help yourself.  You can shape the results of what's to come (whatever that is) by

looking after yourself and strengthening your immune system.  Hope this helps.

Re the propaganda - the Spin from the UK Govt and the BBC is unprecedented. Both sides can deal

in spin and persuasion! I often deal in these myself in various matters affecting local communities,

all for right because that's what I want.  Remember that we too can spin and persuade too.

 However, there is an art to communicating with people.  I often say: comms is not about saying

what you want but getting other people to react in the way that you want.  It's a Cne art and
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powerful if created expertly.  Also, your message is best kept short as poss.  If it can't hit the spot

in, say, 5 seconds, then many people will not have the intellectual stamina to listen to anything

longer.  Things also need to be kept as simple as possible for those with low or lazy intellect.

(invaluable when dealing with Politicians and Beauts in Suits who have an incredibly short

attention span and often poor understanding and need to be helped to see things properly!)

Posted On 02/04/2021

 

ttwdem

Wait...what? Why is Dr. Mikovits' mask book not available as an e-book? So Amazon bought up all the

copies and won't release them? Really? Why is it that such things are not anticipated? Have we learned

nothing from the Parler incident? Why doesn't Dr. Mikovits have a website where her book can be

downloaded? What does she mean by saying that she doesn't have a copy? She wrote it; she has the

manuscript. So, make it available on any website as a download. I recently purchased the book "Dr.

Andrew Moulden: Every Vaccine Produces Harm" as an e-book because it is out of print. No way we are

going to win this Cght if this is how easily we are thwarted from disseminating information.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Jcollett

Is there anything to the theory, from Israeli doc and from pictures a woman took in the U.S. of silver

"hair" from end of the terribly long "Q" tip which is run up through your nostril into the very back of

the nasal cavity, that "something" nano-small is deposited very near the brain from the "Q" tip? The

silver "hairs" appear to be alive, possibly able to move into the brain? Anyone have any information

on this?

Posted On 02/01/2021
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moomare

Please help me understand why people like you Dr. Mercola and Judy Mikovich etc etc continue to use

and promote Amazon?  Surely there are other companies you could use who are not connected to the

.001%  This site and many others like it are my go to for health advice and sound information.  Help me

understand this please.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

Maybe you could be helpful suggesting other companies... Its obviously about money.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

CaraCamp

I completely agree. The only mention of Amazon should be an exhortation to BOYCOTT. Same with

FB, Google, Twitter...

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

carolalison

Is having active or even an inactive  H pylori ulcer infection the same as a microbial pathogen? If half

the worlds population have h pylori in their bodies ... inactive...are they susceptible to death from these

vaccines ?

Posted On 02/01/2021
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elledub737

Question.  Are any of the available or upcoming pharma options actual vaccines, rather than DNA

affecting 'therapy'?

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

cakesjean

The Oxford/Astra Zeneca and Johnsons & Johnson vaccines are so called "viral vector vaccines"

where a specially engineered virus that normally causes chimpanzees to get the common cold

delivers genetic instructions to human cells to make the spike protein jutting out from the new

coronavirus's surface. I would love to know which is the lesser of the two evils

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

00

Hi guys... My brother got the Crst dose and is now scared... is he better off getting the second or letting

the Crst die off?  or does it die off Thanks to anyone for your thoughts,

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

I'm no one of knowledge except for reading Mercola.com for months, but I would say he shouldn't

get second injection.
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

scintilla1

The impression from hearing Dr. Bhakdi and Christopher Shaw and other high-level scientiCc

educators is that this "gene therapy" makes some change in the body that is not known to be

reversible. That is the risk of being an "experimental subject" (guinea pig) to let them inject you

with a new technology.

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

jaygee123

Thank you for this Dr. Mercola  Noting that the chart does not include the amount of salt for each

recipe

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

slf9525

So enlightening! Can someone let us know what the interferon spray Judy was describing in the video?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

poplegendpop

Just wondering if the military is vaccinating with mRNA "vaccines". What is their position on this?
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Posted On 01/31/2021

 

rrealrose

They placed a big contract with Moderna, like around $6 Billion dollars. Not keeping up with their

delivery.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

cora72

Hello- does anyone know if you can buy Type 1 interferons? Or is this a prescription medicine?

Thanks

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Soup1951

It has been said that masks don’t protect people, according to your statistics. But the proof is in the

pudding. Trump preached to his followers not to wear masks. At a political gathering at the White

House, many contacted COVID. Biden and followers wore masks and there were no reports of

COVID-19. Why doesn’t reality match your statistics? Even tho these real life examples prove masks to

be effective, you still stick to your facts. Why?  I’m puzzled?

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

MichaelR0
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I have not had any vax since I was in the Marine Corps 50 years ago. Are there any vaccines that are

safe and legit? Had my dog and cat vaccinated for rabies. Any others?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Lotek

"Are there any vaccines that are safe and legit?" That is a question I have been waiting for years to

see addressed here. Also: which ones, for which populations, on what schedule?

I am sick of "All of the anti-vaxxers are wrong, all vaccines are perfectly safe and effective," and "All

of the vaxxers are wrong, all vaccines are deadly and useless," which is often combined with,

"Diseases aren't really so bad." Diseases and vaccines are a complicated subject affecting life,

death and quality of life. Fortunately, science has established procedures to sort out the risks and

beneCts. Unfortunately, people can muck up anything. We need inPuencers who are willing to apply

the science and avoid scare-mongering on either side. This is a huge opportunity that Dr. Mercola

could take up.

One thing we have in abundance today is data. Somewhere there is data on every vaccination given

which could be cross-referenced to every death, and every medical intervention. There is also data

on every death and injury caused by diseases covered by vaccinations. An objective review of the

data could make all the connections and point to the factors that may require change, which could

be applied scientiCcally for the best overall outcome. I think Pharma companies would be unhappy

with some of the changes, and true anti-vax conspiracy theorists would not be pleased, but human

misery would be reduced.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

Unfortunately since vaccine manufacturers are protected from lawsuits no one really  knows.  Even

though you cannot sue them there is a pay out for injuries (I read that for the covid vaccine it is
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limited to no more that 200k) but along with that payoff comes a nice little non-disclosure clause.

 That keeps the world from knowing how many people are really injured.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

olepedersen05

I don't understand the big fuss about mRNA. Vegetables we consume in large quantities contain

mRNAs. Admittedly, they are not nano encapsulated and also don't get injected directly in the

bloodstream. Calling this gene therapy, seems like fearmongering. Also the mRNA from the vaccine

quickly degrades, once it is outside -70 degress celcius.

The diet we eat inPuences our gene expression, but surely no-one would call 'eating an apple' for gene

therapy. Articles like these will unfortunately cause many people to deny the vaccine. My impression is

that Dr. Mercola's articles are generally causing more harm than good, because they focus entirely on

the few side effects and completely deny beneCts from the vaccine.

Of course it would be nice, if every person on the planet had the optimal vitamin d level, zinc level, B3

level etc., but that just isn't the case. A huge number of people needs this vaccine, whether Dr. Mercola

likes it or not.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

btossios

Dr. Mercola why did you edit out what she was about to say about hydrogen peroxide therapy? There is

an obvious cut in the video at that point.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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lee5855

Baking Soda/ ph Can anyone give e more speciCcs about using baking soda to raise ph? If using it

several times a day as Mercola suggests, are there guidelines for how/ when relative to meals,

stomach acid, etc?

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

organicpaul

None of the recommendations in the pH discussion are backed up with references. Be careful.

Posted On 02/05/2021

 

sanroque

I have read Dr Mercola for several years now and convinced myself I wasn’t having the vaccine, but

after talking to my Dr who reassured me that he and his staff had all had it & were all OK (only minor

side effects) I reluctantly went.  My family & friends are all relieved I Cnally went. I was a very lone

voice.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

Living in what I believe to be truth is a very lonely place.  I am grateful to have this blog to turn to.  I

wish you well.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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backthetruckup

Dr. Fauci is a brilliant man,  I'm going to take the Vaccine once the most vulnerable get it Crst.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123

He uses is brilliance in an absolutely nefarious way, just like Bill Gates.  Its sad, how much good

these two could do....good luck with your injections.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

stanleybecker

I guess it takes a "genius" like you to recognize a "genius" like Fauci

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

Really?  In my small little world I have seen two very bad reactions to the vaccine.  However have at

it if that is what you want to do.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Healthbuf
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With all due respect Dr Mercola, I really do appreciate your research and information, but I'm quite put

aback by you're wide-eyed, almost ranting-like, and going on and on, unnecessarily interrupting

interviewees approach. I think it would be more generally well-taken if it didn't come off as conspiracy

theories.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Vladimira

I actually like Dr. Mercola’s style, but I do not like the term “conspiracy theory.” I prefer to call all of

this, what it is: plain old FRAUD. Humans have been defrauding humans since the beginnings of

time. Not a lot of people with morals out there.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Westerlund

The quality of  comments on this site is rapidly degrading. For many years most comments were

almost  As informative and helpful as Dr. Mercola’s articles. As of late some comments are not helpful,

respectful Of different opinions, vulgar, and inPammatory. It’s is disappointing as this was a site one

could trust and  Read to avoid this. These comments seem to be coming from new readers. At times

they seem to be mocking The information. Sad, and I hope I’m wrong. In any case I’m glad that no

opinions are censored.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

NoFear11

Anyone knows the “social media inCltration” that happens as part of the bio-info-warfare, it’s a

“military precision exercise” very VERY well-funded and tactically planned based on human
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psychology (vast information and knowledge accumulation applied, collected from social media

over decades...) to create mass confusion, distrust and they know which sites to attack. Applied

effective warfare theory of divide, rule and conquer.

Learn to separate the disruptive trolls from the real humans as part of the essential skill/learning in

warfare 2020 against fascism covered up as sociology-liberal euphemisms passing as

“humanitarian”.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

kpenn79

It’s also moderated, I was going to reply to that comment thread but now I can’t Cnd it. I looked at

the links posted to the pseudo expert site, which was an incomplete book containing a theory of

neurological disorders caused by amalgam Cllings. Many graphs to demonstrate a link between a

change in the type amalgam. Shame his post was so rude, his book read that way too, although

there was a lot of interesting content.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

Astonished

Notice that the site started using images at login, in order to keep the bots out. I am not sure how

much it works (there are only a limited amount of images and bots can teach themselves), but it

looks like there are fewer bots for the time being. The best thing to do is ignore them.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

JGB123
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Possibly an inCltration of trolls?  There is still absolutely invaluable info from the posters on

Mercola.com.  Your statement is rather general, so you should address each that you Cnd

disturbing.

Posted On 01/31/2021

 

bennybensky

My observation is the same.

Posted On 01/31/2021
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